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Editorial

Editorial
Will we ever take vocational
education seriously?
The government wants to make the presentation
of apprenticeships as a career path, but everything
about their academisation of the secondary school
curriculum militates against vocational training being
seen as anything other than second class. And it
starts at a very young age. Science and technology
in primary schools, which was blossoming under
the original National Curriculum, has now become a
much more diluted and desultory affair, drained by the
obsession with maths and English and the inspection
regime which enforces it.
For Wilshaw to cry ‘shame’ about vocational education
and for the government to legally enforce the presentation
in schools of apprenticeships is like two policymakers
getting into a little rowing boat and paddling vainly against
a raging torrent they have both created.

Innovative approaches to STEM – a key
issue for 2016
On the bright side, the need to inspire young people in
science, technology, engineering and maths (STEM),
both for the sake of the future labour market and
for the sheer thrill of it, is well recognised – even by
the DfE who’ve done so much to thwart it. Here at
Creative Teaching & Learning, we hear much about
the innovative teachers and schools all over the
country experimenting with exciting approaches to
STEM; it is our aim this year to share these with you,
from the most ambitious initiatives to simple creative
strategies to try in your own classroom. (For a start,
check out Ed Walsh’s article this issue on creative
approaches to primary physics on page 48).
In fact, we’re so committed to helping you inspire
your pupils to become the scientists, engineers and
innovators of tomorrow, that, this February, we’re
teaming up with Shell to bring you a free special
issue of Creative Teaching & Learning. The issue
will focus on Shell’s new national competition, The
Bright Ideas Challenge, which invites pupils aged
11 to 14 to imagine creative solutions to energy
challenges faced by future cities, and will help you get
the most from the competition in terms of teaching
opportunities. And we can’t forget the grand prize:
£5,000 to supersize your school’s STEM teaching!
Our special issue will be available from Tuesday
16 February at www.teachingtimes.com. In
the meantime, find out more about this exciting
competition – as well as Make the Future, Shell’s fourday innovation festival, coming to London for the first
time this summer – in Anna Haslam’s article this issue
on page 72.
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here is a new hero protector for the less academic
child. Step forward none other than Sir Michael
Wilshaw, Ofsted’s chief inspector. He has
recently been speaking up for the child who
needs vocational training but has precious few choices
of a quality experience post GCSE. While being careful
to praise the current education system relative to
the past, he bemoans the educational brick wall all
children hit if they fail to get the grades at GCSE.
There is, he argued in a speech to the CentreForum, a
moral imperative as well as an economic one to improve
the vocational provision open to them. ‘People have
criticised our vocational and technical education for the
last 50 years,’ he said. ‘But it’s as bad as it ever was.’
He criticised the ‘one size fits all’ approach to
education – a clear swipe at the academic obsessions
of the current government and its EBacc – and looked
wistfully at Germany and the Scandinavian countries
where vocational education is taken much more
seriously. Whereas here: ‘Preparation for employment
remains poor, and careers guidance in both schools
and colleges is uniformly weak.’
He added: ‘The statistics show that those who fail
to achieve the required grades in maths and English
at 16 make little or no progress in further education
colleges two years later.’ Better vocational education
would reduce the amount of youth unemployment,
he went on to say, before quoting the City &
Guilds report on the much lower rates of youth
unemployment in countries with good vocational
education systems.
Sir Michael has previously criticised poor quality
apprenticeships which failed to give young people the
professional and technical skills employers required,
and blamed schools for not preparing children for the
world of work. His dire forebodings about vocational
education were echoed by a former Tory Education
Minister, Kenneth Baker, who accused secondary
schools of refusing to allow University Technical
Colleges (UTCs) into schools so they could show
14-year-olds a different educational path. They were,
he said, snobs about vocational education and didn’t
want to lose the pupil-led funding if students moved
across to more appropriate environments.
Sir Michael’s comments were summarily dismissed
by the DfE, who said: ‘We know that young people
benefit from studying a strong academic core of
subjects up until the age of 16, which they can
complement with additional arts subjects or vocational
qualifications. That’s why we are making the EBacc
the expectation for every child who is able.’
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Leckhampton C of E Primary School

“

“

The matrix is a fantastic way to benchmark
where a school is in its practice.

What is Good

Leadership?
What is G
ood
Leadersh
ip?
(WIGL)

A toolkit designed to support the
£175.00 +
development of leadership in primary
vat
schools, clearly linked to Ofsted criteria
for leadership and management
The ‘What is Good Leadership?’ toolkit provides a holistic
approach to developing the essential leadership skills within
a school. It has been developed over 5 years working with
schools in a wide range of contexts and drawing on national and
international research.
WIGL? is written by Heather Clements and Ann O’Hara, both
highly experienced educational consultants, who have worked
with experts within specific areas to ensure that the descriptors
in the toolkit truly represent the best practice nationally for each
role identified.
The accessible matrix format outlines a progression in the key skills
of leadership, which can be used to identify and support potential
leaders and new leaders, as well as to evaluate and guide the
progressive development of experienced leaders. It is positive,
cumulative and builds on strengths.
Users are quickly able to assess where performance sits either
individually or collectively, noting strengths, and where there
are gaps or aspects to improve in current practice. The WIGL
supports the planning to improve practice as an individual and
leadership team.

Key features:
✓✓ Constructive and developmental
✓✓ Building skills and knowledge based on
clear descriptors
✓✓ Supporting self evaluation and personal
development
✓✓ Supporting whole school evaluation and
professional development planning
✓✓ Informing performance management and
job descriptions
✓✓ Enabling a 360° view of an individual or
whole school leadership team

“

The What is Good Leadership? tools provide an excellent basis
for professional development, accountability, job descriptions and
appraisal targets. The framework works well for me and undoubtedly
the improved clarity around attributes of outstanding leadership have
contributed to our recent outstanding inspection judgement.

“

Headteacher - Upton Cross School - Newham

To order please call: 0121 224 2599
Visit our website: www.teachingtimes.com
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New secondary robotics
curriculum unveiled at Bett
The first robotics curriculum aimed at GCSE students was
launched at this year’s Bett Show, the world’s leading
technology event.
Created by VEX Robotics in partnership with automation
specialist FANUC, the new syllabus aims to inspire and
prepare Key Stage 3 and 4 students for careers in science,
technology, engineering and maths (STEM). During their
study, pupils will learn theoretical and practical skills
behind how FANUC robots are installed, programmed, and
maintained within a manufacturing environment, working
both individually and as part of a team.
The curriculum is divided into 12 units, plus one
additional optional unit, leading pupils through the design
and construction of a mobile robot with the ability to play
a sport-like game. At the culmination of this class, they will
compete head-to-head against their peers in the classroom
– or on the world stage in the VEX Robotics Competition,
the largest and fastest growing international robotics
competition for secondary students.
Tom Bouchier, managing director of FANUC UK, said:
‘The STEM shortage facing the UK engineering sector is a
growing issue that needs to be addressed.
‘[ The new curriculum] will help towards resolving
this issue, providing STEM skills from an early age and

supporting career development. It is also important that
an increasing number of girls are encouraged to pursue
a future in engineering, as a way of solving the gender
imbalance that currently persists within the industry.’
Paul McKnight, head of operations at Vex Robotics, added:
‘The curriculum is an exciting opportunity to give students
a hands-on experience of robotic engineering. We hope
[it] will inspire and educate children, equipping them to
become the engineers of the future.’
The VEX EDR curriculum and accompanying resources are
available to download for free at curriculum.vexrobotics.com.

Young people are the most illiterate in the developed
world, a recent report by the OECD has revealed, with many
students graduating university with only a basic grasp of
English and mathematics.
The report, based on data from 2012, found that of 23
developed nations, English teens aged between 16 and
19 had the lowest literacy rates (assessed on the ability to
read and answer questions on a text) and the second to
lowest numeracy rates.
One-third of those in this age group have low basic skills
in numeracy and literacy – three times higher than top
performing countries such as South Korea (which topped
both charts), Japan, Finland and the Netherlands.
The report also found that in 2012, in England, only
70 per cent of 16 to 19-year-olds were participating in
education or training leading to a formal qualification,

compared to nearly universal participation in many other
OECD countries.
The report acknowledged that results were likely to
improve with the government’s recent reforms to keep
children in education until the age of 18. The reforms also
included a new, more rigorous curriculum, which sees
greater emphasis on basic literacy and numeracy skills from
an early age, and new, harder GCSEs.
A DfE spokeswoman told The Mirror: ‘Good English and
maths skills are essential to success in later life, and thanks
to our reforms, thousands more students are leaving
education with these vital skills.
‘While we are pleased the OECD recognises the progress
we have made, we are not complacent, and will maintain
our relentless focus on literacy and numeracy so all young
people have the chance to succeed.’
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English teenagers ‘most
illiterate in developed world’
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Use children’s books
to teach
British values, teacher says
Literature is an essential tool for moral and character
education, and also for the promotion of diversity, the TES
has reported.
It has been more than a year since the government
instructed schools to promote ‘fundamental British values’,
yet many schools still struggle to understand exactly what
these values are and how they should be taught.
But Andrew Moffat, a teacher at Parkfield Primary School
in Birmingham, told the TES that children’s literature should
form a significant part of teachers’ arsenal for promoting
these values.
‘I use books because I want to embed the work into
the school curriculum, and these lessons can be used to
support literacy, guided reading and PSHE,’ he said.‘Talking
about characters makes a tricky subject accessible – we talk
about the character and the situation first and then relate
it to real life and our own experience.’
British values, Moffat says, are not just about countering
radicalisation, as some schools have interpreted it. British
values are about ensuring no person faces discrimination
because of their perceived difference, whether that be race,
religion, gender, disability or sexual orientation. At Parkfield,

all teachers promote diversity with the aim that pupils will
recognise the benefits that come from living in harmony
with those different from themselves.
‘I chose the books very carefully to talk about characters
that were different so that children were taught to not
be scared of difference,’ he explains. “In Reception, the
book Red Rockets and Rainbow Jelly shows that we can like
different things but still be friends. In Year 1, the book Max
the Champion shows a child with a disability who is mad
about sport. King and King is used in Year 4 to talk about
gay marriage and in Year 6, The Island has the purpose to
challenge the causes of racism, as the book gives children
an opportunity to talk about refugees and to understand
how racism occurs and what actions they can take to stop it.’
Alongside careful consideration of the books, Moffat
also ensures his pupils have the opportunities to mix with
other children different to them, and that they are aware
of global events.
‘I have talked about the Paris terror attacks with students
and told them that the terrorists don’t believe in [Parkfield’s]
ethos of “No Outsiders”,’ he says. ‘The children now want
to spread our No Outsiders message across Birmingham.’
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Pupils must experience failure
to succeed
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Pupils must experience failures in order to develop the ‘grit’
they need to succeed in adult life, a psychology lecturer
has said.
Speaking at the Bett Show 2016, Dr Angela Lee Duckworth
of Pennsylvania University said she calls those straight-A
students who have no experience of disappointment prior
to their study at university ‘the fragile perfects’.
Having grit or ‘character’, she said, is associated with a
number of attributes including determination, optimism,
self-control and a sense of purpose. But consistently good
grades is not one of them.
‘Those kids who never have an opportunity to fail – I see
them, as I teach at an Ivy League university,’ she explained.
‘I call them “the fragile perfects”, because they’ve never
gotten a B in their lifetime. They have been winners all the
way through. And if you are a winner all the way through
it’s really hard to lose.’
The challenge, she added, is introducing disappointment
in a way that is natural: ‘We don’t want to trip them up on
purpose. But how do you introduce them to the discomfort

that comes from being on
the edge, the occasional
failure and occasional
setback in ways that will
build them resilience for
the long term?’
Some schools are
already trialling ways to develop resilience. In 2012,
Wimbledon High School hit the headlines after launching a
‘failure week’ to help its high-achieving girls become more
comfortable with making mistakes.
Dr Duckworth acknowledges that there is currently no
objective, reliable way for schools to assess and track grit
across students of different age groups. However, she has
created a questionnaire she hopes will help.
There is also a very strong connection between her work
and that of another American psychology lecturer, Dr Carol
Dweck, which may help teachers track the development of
a pupil’s character and resilience.‘A growth mindset is one
of the largest predictors of grit,’ she said.

THINK LIKE
A LEARNER!
A new practical guidebook to help
children acquire the language, skills and
self-awareness of successful learners

This book asks children to involve themselves in key questions
about learning and develops their self-awareness as self-critical
thinkers and learners. It asks:
•
•
•
•

Help your
children make the
transition to
secondary school
with Think Like a
Learner
Carol Dweck has shown how important children’s
self-concept as learners is to their performance, no
matter what their ability and Bob Burden’s Myself
As a Learner Scale (MALS) suggests how children’s
self-concept as learners can grow when taking
responsibility for assessing their own work. A child’s
ability to reflect on their own thinking is now
recognised as critical to them becoming resilient
and successful learners.

How do we think and talk about learning?
What is ‘bouncebackability’ and how do you get it?
How can we make sure our team learning is high quality?
How does making choices help us to become more
responsible for our own learning?

Ofsted has observed how children ‘really enjoyed learning’ in a
school using the guidebook.
Hundreds of schools and thousands of children have used the
questions and ideas from the ‘Think Like a Learner’ approach
and the authors, Diana Pardoe and Tom Robson have now
turned them into a workbook for children aged 8-12.

Comments from children:
• We now work harder
• It’s good to be in the challenge zone and get
out of the comfort zone
• We understand we need to co-operate and
know how to do it
• We understand that learning is our
responsibility and that we have got to take part

Comments from teachers:
• The children are becoming more divergent
thinkers
• They are more in control of their learning. They
recognise what makes them successful learners
and THEY have the responsibility for learning.
• When faced with difficult tasks the children are
more prepared to have a go and to take a risk
• Improved communication skills
• Raised self-esteem

Think Like a
Learner - Single

Copy £5.95
Think Like a
Learner - Pack of

10 £50.00

Learning is an exciting journey
The more we understand about it the more exciting it gets
The better we get at thinking the more we enjoy
taking on a challenge
The harder we try the prouder we feel

Order by Post at: Imaginative Minds Ltd, 309 Scott House, Gibb Street, Birmingham B9 4DT

To order call: 0121 224 7599 or Fax orders: 0121 224 7598

For more information visit our online catalogue: www.teachingtimesbookshop.co.uk
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Closing the
achievement gap
with P4C
Philosophy for Children reaps remarkable results
for all pupils, but it does seem to work particularly
well for those from disadvantaged backgrounds.
Now, an exciting new project seeks to harness that
power to raise achievement and build resilience,
confidence and self-esteem in some of the most
deprived regions of the country. Bob House shares
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the story so far.
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hilosophy for Children
(P4C) is an enquiryb a s e d p e d a g o g y,
where students take
the lead and the teaching
style is facilitative. Its aim
is to drive questioning,
reasoning and independent
learning skills, and although
its transformational effects
on the entire student body
are clearly evident, it does
seem to work especially well
for the children who are most
disadvantaged.

Why it works
P4C is an approach to teaching and learning
that drives better thinking, communication
and collaboration. It is built on three principles:
■■Pupils tackle profound philosophical

questions.
■■Pupils take leadership of the lesson.
■■Pupils learn respect and resilience to
challenge.
P4C was originally developed in New York
and first came to the UK in the 1990s via the
BBC programme Socrates for Six Year Olds.
It is applicable to children and young people
from the ages of three to 18 years. SAPERE’s
experience over 20 years in the UK, backed up
by worldwide academic research, has shown
that there are numerous benefits from P4C,
including increased self-esteem, increased
motivation to learn and substantial gains in oral
communication skills, literacy and numeracy.
The dominant style of teaching in the UK is
didactic where the teacher’s role is to impart
knowledge. This favours students who already

Thinking Skills

know the ‘right’ answer – usually those from
advantaged backgrounds. By contrast, P4C
uses a facilitative pedagogical model where
the teacher’s role is to encourage questioning
and thinking. It deals with topics where there
is no single ‘right’ answer. All students have
an equal voice and, provided they give sound
reasons, all views can be expressed. Students
from less advantaged backgrounds find their
voice and build confidence, with benefits for
their engagement with learning, attainment and
school contribution.
‘For children living in difficult and often
chaotic family settings’, says Paul Jackson, a
headteacher in East London. ‘P4C may be the
only time they will be given the space to talk
about important issues.’
The EEF report cited earlier found that
P4C had the biggest positive impact on
achievement among disadvantaged pupils
(those eligible for FSM). Other reports over the
years have indicated P4C:
■■increases cognitive ability (especially for

students on the lower end of the ability
range)2
■■enhances mental health and wellbeing
(increasing confidence, self-esteem,
reflection, respect for others and feelings
of inclusion)3
■■improves social skills (including listening
and speaking skills, being able to disagree
respectfully and strengthened relationships)4
■■develops critical thinking skills (demonstrated
through pupils’ increased questioning and
discussion, and expressing a range of
perspectives)5
■■helps build resilience to extremism (enabling
pupils to learn how to listen to other people’s
opinions and respond respectfully and nonaggressively when these differ to their own.
P4C also gives pupils a safe environment to
discuss challenging topics).6

Going for gold: Making
a difference in difficult
circumstances
Our Going for Gold programme offers a planned
and structured approach to P4C training and
support, usually over a three year period, in
order to help schools develop and sustain P4C
in the longer term.
The aim of the Going for Gold programme
is to enhance the educational attainment and
personal and social development of primary
and secondary school students. It is open to
all schools, with preferential terms available
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As a recent trial by the Education Endowment
Fund (EEF) and Durham University discovered,
when involved in just one period of P4C a
week over 16 months, children eligible for free
school meals (FSM) made four months’ more
progress in reading than expected, as well
as an additional three months’ in maths and
two months’ in writing.1 Feedback from the
teachers involved suggests that P4C also had
a beneficial impact on wider outcomes such as
confidence, patience and self-esteem.
Our aim at SAPERE is to promote P4C across
the UK, especially in communities that need it,
and will benefit from it, the most. With this in
mind, we launched ‘Going for Gold’, a threeyear project to train teachers in areas of high
deprivation to do P4C with their pupils.
The pilot project began in East London, and
involved 400 teachers in the London Boroughs
of Tower Hamlets and Newham, where
schools have between two and four times the
average number of pupils from disadvantaged
backgrounds. Now, more than 40 schools are
taking part across the country. Training for
most began in the summer term last year,
with regular philosophical enquiries in classes
beginning last September (2015).
We’ll find out more about how they’re getting
on later, but first: What is P4C, and why is it
so effective for our most disadvantaged and
troubled children?
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for schools in areas of high deprivation (where
more than 25 per cent of students are eligible
for pupil premium). For a typical school with
20 to 25 staff being trained, the cost is £4,500£5,000 per year.
The programme is based on SAPERE’s
established training and support, and begins
with a two-day foundation training course,
enabling teachers to start facilitating regular
P4C enquiries. Next, a P4C leader is nominated
to champion P4C throughout the school. Inschool demonstrations and observations help
teachers build confidence and skills, while
advanced training deepens the skills of the P4C
leader and other selected teachers. Throughout
the entire programme, teachers gain access to
SAPERE’s online training materials, practice
tips and research evidence.
As the name ‘Going for Gold’ suggests,
the goal is for participating schools to move
through SAPERE’s Bronze and Silver Awards,
finally reaching SAPERE’s Gold Award after
three years. To achieve this, P4C must be
firmly embedded in the school’s teaching and
learning strategy, so that it can continue to
use high quality P4C in the classroom without
further external support. P4C will also need
to be embedded in the school’s overall ethos.
It’s a worthy goal, and one that will foster a
pleasant culture to learn and work in – as Joan
Deslandes, headteacher of a large secondary
school in East London, said, ‘P4C creates the
environment for students to raise questions,
share opinions and, importantly, learn to see
other people’s points of views, which in turn

will build positive relationships.’
Gallions Primary School in Beckton became
our first Gold Award in 2013. They serve
a highly deprived catchment area, with 38
per cent of their pupils eligible for the pupil
premium and 61 per cent with English as an
additional language (EAL). Admittedly, they
did have a bit of a head start on the schools
now starting our Going for Gold programme –
they have been practising P4C for ten years
now, having originally introduced it to address
chronic behaviour problems. All teachers are
trained in P4C and conduct weekly enquiries
across all year groups.
Gallions now outperform national averages
for disadvantaged students in reading, writing
and maths, and have decided to use P4C to give
something back to the community, supporting
its development in other schools in the area and
running an active parents’ P4C group to help
bridge traditional ethnic boundaries.

Letting learners take the lead
Another of our early Gold Awards was Rokeby
Secondary School in Newham, a boys’ school
with an inner city catchment area. An enormous
66 per cent of their boys are eligible for the
pupil premium and 82 per cent are EAL. They
are now in the top 20 per cent of similar schools
for progress in maths and English, having
launched P4C in English and humanities in
2009 and subsequently rolling it out across the
entire curriculum. On introducing P4C, Rokeby
saw a rapid improvement in pupils’ attitudes to
learning and their respect for others.

Thinking Skills

Rokeby News Team working closely with the
BBC, served as a member of the student council
and acted as a school events ambassador. His
self-assurance and communication abilities are
extraordinary for someone of his age, and he
says that it is P4C that has helped him develop
these skills in an area of social deprivation,
where such skills are in short supply. As a P4C
Champion, he was able to continue building
his own abilities by passing them on to others.
P4C is an approach that asks the teacher to
let some control go back to the pupils as they
shape their own learning. What better way to
do that than to put someone like Emmanuel in
the centre of the group and facilitate on behalf
of the teacher?

P4C and special educational
needs
Another demographic of the school population
P4C can work wonders for is children with
special educational needs (SEN), whose
articulacy and confidence benefit from the
opportunity to have their say among their
peers.
Take, for example, a certain P4C session at
Coleridge Primary School in Rotherham. It’s
nine o’clock in the morning and SAPERE trainer
Nick Chandley is sat in a circle of 14 children.
On either side of him sit two five-year-olds,
Ewan and Kayleigh. Everyone is sitting cross
legged on the floor.
‘Imagine I have 14 sweets,’ begins Nick.
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Rokeby are particularly innovative in the way
they deliver their P4C sessions. Usually, enquiry
sessions are facilitated by an experienced
teacher who has undergone two days of special
training; Rokeby School has developed the
idea of putting promising pupils through this
same training and then letting them facilitate
enquiries in classes lower down the school.
Pupils also develop most of their P4C resources
and lesson plans.
One pupil who has benefited particularly
from this is Tamunotanye Dakoru-Whyte (also
known as Emmanuel), who was one of the
school’s P4C champions until he left in 2015.
Emmanuel comes from a highly disadvantaged
background. He came to the UK from Nigeria as
a mid-phase admission with limited experience
of the English education system. He has grown
up without a father figure from a very young
age, and is also an active young carer for his
autistic younger brother.
Although only 15 years old when he began,
he is Level 1 trained, and spent his final two
years at the school delivering P4C at a level
many trained teachers would aspire to achieve.
In fact, after watching him lead an enquiry with
a Year 7 class, one English teacher at the school
said: ‘Emmanuel was a star today! Watching
him deliver P4C was no different to watching
a teacher deliver a fantastic lesson... He has
made my day.’
As well as his involvement in P4C, Emmanuel
created his own radio station, set up and led a
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‘What am I going to do? There are 15 of us.’
‘Give us all one,’ is the first response. Nick
explains that there aren’t enough. ‘Maybe I
should have them all,’ he muses. ‘That’s not
fair,’ says Ewan. ‘Why not?’ counters Nick.
‘They’re my sweets. It’s fair on me if I have
them all.’
On his other side, Kayleigh says something
about fairness. It’s hard to understand, but
then, she is often hard to understand so weak
are her verbal skills. At least she is speaking.
The conversation goes on for 30 minutes,
delving into questions of fairness and
occasionally straying into issues of Nick’s
gluttony. It’s not a free-for-all. If a child wants
to speak, they have to sit quietly with their
hand held out on their knee and wait till Nick
calls on them to speak. That’s really hard for
Ewan who normally can’t sit still for more
than five minutes at a time, but there he is,
in his brother’s too big shirt, waiting patiently
for his turn.
It’s even harder for Daniel who is on the
autistic spectrum. He won’t look Nick in the
eye when he speaks, but again, at least he’s
speaking. The week before, Nick got a letter
from Daniel’s mum, who hardly ever writes
a letter. What she wanted to say was that
Daniel had come home and told her what he’d
been doing in ‘flossfee’. That’s remarkable
because Daniel almost never says anything
about school. That mattered to his mum – so
much so that she went to the effort of putting
it into writing.
Thirty-five per cent of the pupils on roll at
Coleridge School in Rotherham have SEN,
compared to the national average of 17.1 per
cent. They also have 63 per cent of students on
FSM, 63 per cent EAL, and a mobility rate of 27
per cent (many pupils are recent immigrants).
In fact, on a recent Ofsted visit, the inspector
said that Coleridge was one of the most difficult
environments she had ever come across.
Despite this difficult situation, however, the
school is thriving. How? Headteacher Jane
White attributes much of their success to
P4C. The approach forms a major part of the
school’s ethos and is playing an important
role in maximising student engagement with
learning and opportunities for future success.
‘It lays the critical foundations for our children
to achieve,’ said Jane. ‘The last three years
have seen us double our number of Year 6
pupils achieving at [the expected level] in all
three areas of reading, writing and maths, and,
in all year groups, our reading progress is now
outstanding.’

Supporting our most troubled and
disadvantaged children
At Park Campus Academy in South Norwood –
a secondary Alternative Provision (AP) academy
with about 80 students, almost all permanently
excluded, almost all from difficult and disturbed
family backgrounds – Lucas is telling his story.
At his previous school and at just 13, he
made a big mistake – he brought a knife into
school. In his mind, it was just a defensive
move to ward off the constant bullying that
left him physically and emotionally battered
every single school day. His school took the
view that he had to be excluded, and he was
– permanently.
He is now at Park Campus Academy, and he
tells his story in a P4C class without anger or
rancour. He acknowledges that he did a stupid
thing, but feels that he was given no chance to
explain the situation. He was told that he would
have the chance to put his case to the school
authorities, but the decision was made before
he could do that.
Lucas’s teacher, Kate, is focusing on rights
in this week’s P4C session. She starts with a
role play in which one of the teaching assistants
plays a disobedient student. The ‘student’ tells
Kate to leave her alone. Kate loses her temper
and throws the student out of the class. She
then asks the boys: ‘Did I have the right to do
that?’.
A discussion ensues in which Kate leads the
students to qualify different rights in terms
of whether they apply always, sometimes or
never. Lots of ideas quickly emerge. Lucas
comes up with: 1) the right to feel safe, and 2)
the right to speak up for oneself.
Kate asks: ‘What about the right to take
revenge for an injustice?’ ‘You never have the
right to take revenge, but you sometimes have
the right to challenge an injustice,’ is Lucas’s
response.
‘What type of challenge do you mean,’ Kate
asks. ‘A challenge with the fists or a challenge
with a reasoned argument?’
Lucas concludes: ‘You always have the right
to challenge an injustice as long as you do it
respectfully.’
In philosophical terms, he is drawing a
distinction between taking revenge and
challenging an injustice, identifying the right to
respond, and making the moral decision that
challenge is a more appropriate response than
revenge. He qualifies this by asserting that the
right to challenge injustice is always justified if
you do it respectfully.
Park Campus Academy deals with a tiny

Where next?
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minority of the most difficult students in
the country. These are students with whom
mainstream schools can no longer cope.
Almost all come from highly disadvantaged
backgrounds; many have to cope with drug
dependency, abuse and crime in the home.
In mainstream schools, P4C is conducted in
classes of 20 to 30 students. Here, as in most
AP settings, P4C is takes place in small groups
of three to six students. The issues discussed
are thorny and real. Students’ comments are
frequently insightful and sometimes shocking.
Disagreements are common but there is an
underlying sense of respect for other points
of view.
The teachers at Park Campus Academy
say that P4C has given them a new set of
strategies to help students discuss and reason
through the issues that they face – and the
mistakes that they have made. The local police
liaison unit has noted a difference in the way
in which they can reason with Park Campus
students since they have been doing P4C. The
students seem to enjoy the sessions and their
comments reveal considerable subtlety and
sophistication in their thinking.
Shaun Dodds, the Principal, says simply:
‘P4C has made a big difference for us.’

The aim of all our P4C projects is to enhance
the education attainment and personal and
social development of pupils in primary and
secondary schools across the country. As you
can see, it takes many different forms and can
give many different benefits for all children, no
matter the difficulties they face or have faced
at home and in their life so far.
In Tower Hamlets and Newham, as expected,
schools are moving at different speeds.
The first school to start our Going for Gold
programme, Manorfield Primary, has already
achieved the Silver Award, about 12 months
ahead of expectations. Bow Secondary is not
far behind, having recently achieved the Bronze
Award. Other schools only started their teacher
training last summer term and have introduced
regular P4C sessions from September 2015.
The schools are all coming together as an
‘East London P4C Hub’, which will run until at
least 2018. Half of the funding for the project is
coming from city firm, M&G Investments, with
the schools paying the other half. It is only early
days, but the project has exceeded SAPERE’s
expectations in terms of take-up and in the
enthusiasm with which schools have taken
to the Going for Gold programme, with many
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schools willing to invest in the programme
substantially beyond the half amount they are
required to provide. Two schools have even
joined the hub on a self-funding basis, building
on the local momentum created by the project.
With financial support from M&G
Investments, Manorfield and Bow are also
running a parallel project, using P4C to help
students cope with the transition from primary
to secondary. This transition is recognised
to be a key challenge in the educational
journey, particularly for those coming from
disadvantaged backgrounds, of whom there
are many in Tower Hamlets.
So far, the project has been a success.
Manorfield’s former head, Wendy Hick, said:
‘The joint Year 6 and Year 7 enquiries really
build confidence for our students. Were it not
for the uniforms, it would be hard to tell which
students were primary and which secondary!’
Headteacher at Bow Secondary, Cath Smith,
added: ‘I have been delighted by the success
of this project so far, and it is only in its early
days. We are planning to extend it to more of
our feeder schools who are practising P4C.

We are also looking to expand into Year 8 and
incorporate P4C into a number of different
subject areas.
‘As the model develops, we plan to extend it
across the East London P4C hub schools and
beyond. In time, we hope that it will provide a
template for P4C in the primary to secondary
transition that SAPERE can recommend to P4C
schools across the country.’
And that’s not all that’s spreading. SAPERE
is now promoting the P4C hub model in other
regions. Other hubs have started in Sheffield,
Liverpool and Bexley, and further multi-school
P4C partnerships have been launched in West
London and Leicestershire. SAPERE is also
in discussions to launch further P4C hubs in
Oldham, Abergavenny and North London.

On behalf of the schools involved, we
would like to thank M&G Investments
for supporting this work. For more
information or to arrange a visit to one of the schools,
please contact Bob House, SAPERE Chief Executive, at
bobhouse@sapere.org.uk or visit www.sapere.org.uk.
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Myself As a
Learner Scale
8-16+
Analysing self-perception

Price: £60.00

Confidence is everything in learning!
As the work of Carol Dweck has proved, no matter how
able, a child’s perception of themselves as learners will
determine their academic careers. If it is poor it will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Undermine their resilience, so that they give up at
the slightest obstacle
Make them defensive learners, unwilling to
challenge themselves
Make them over-reliant on teachers and on
received opinion
Write-off successes as ‘flukes’
Under-perform in exams and tests
Have low aspirations and under-achieve in life

Whilst there are other self-esteem tests, no other
test measures a child’s perception of themselves,
specifically as learners, so well. This is why MALS
has gone around the world as the key test to use to
measure a child’s image of themselves as learners and
thinkers. Using it will enable you to:
•

•
•

Uncover, beneath external shows of confidence,
which children have poor views of themselves
as learners and therefore will be liable to underperform
Pinpoint exactly where their problems are
Measure progress in developing ‘open-mindsets’ in
children

Teacher Skills
The MALS is also a very subtle test of teacher
performance – those teachers who succeed in lifting
a child’s MALS score have the ability to motivate
and teach the skills of independent learning... and
vice versa! This too is often far from being easily
visible.

Visit our online catalogue:
www.teachingtimesbookshop.co.uk
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risk
takers

Creating

Children do not learn resourcefulness,
responsibility and independence by
having everything planned for them. But
how far are you willing to let your pupils
take charge of designing and managing
their own learning experiences? Start
small, says Professor Guy Claxton,
and you might be surprised how high
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hat kind of teachers do you
want in your school? What kind
of teacher are you? In our new
book, Educating Ruby: What
Our Children Really Need to Learn, Bill Lucas
and I argue there are basically two types of
‘good teacher’.1
There are those whose love of their subject
and ambition for their pupils leads them to
teach in a way that gets good results, but at
the cost of making young people more passive,
compliant, anxious about mistakes and overly
concerned with exams (‘Is this going to be on
the test, Sir?’). You won’t hear these teachers
say they don’t care if this happens, but they

The key to success
The research shows beyond question that
both the Erics and the Rubys lead happier
and more fulfilled lives if they have been
helped to develop these kinds of attitudes
or ‘mindsets’. They also do better at school.
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Stanford University’s Carol Dweck has
recently carried out a study of all the tenth
graders in Chile: that’s 168,000 15-year-olds.
She assessed whether they had a ‘growth’
or a ‘fixed’ mindset – whether they believed
it was worth working hard to understand
and achieve their goals – and correlated this
with a variety of other factors. She found,
sadly but not surprisingly, that youngsters
from poor backgrounds were more likely to
have a fixed and fatalistic mindset than those
from better-off families. But – and here’s the
rub – those students from poor backgrounds
who did have a more optimistic and positive
attitude towards learning had levels of school
achievement that were indistinguishable
from those of children from (and I’m quoting
Dweck here), ‘much, much, much wealthier
backgrounds’.2
Attitudes matter terribly. And it is a mistake
to call them ‘skills’. Skills are technical abilities
that can be trained explicitly and assessed
straightforwardly. I can show you how to
make a white sauce without lumps in, or a
neat dovetail joint, and see how well you have
mastered the skill by looking at your sauce or
your carpentry. I can teach you to read, and
assess quite easily what level you are at by
giving you a new book and seeing how you get
on. But ‘enjoying a challenge’ is an attitude or
a disposition, not a skill, and it needs slower
and broader cultivation, and more subtle
diagnosis. So is ‘having a sceptical attitude
towards written knowledge claims’ (as, for
instance, in a textbook). So is ‘being ready to
help a group work together harmoniously and
effectively’. So is ‘thinking up and trying out all
sorts of things to do when you are stuck on a
problem, before feeling helpless and needing
to be rescued’.
Attitudes are powerfully influenced by the
atmosphere in a classroom and the culture of
a school. All of those I have just mentioned,
and many other learning dispositions, can be
cultivated over time, but they cannot be taught
or trained as stand-alone abilities. Children may
arrive in school with a fixed mindset, say, but
the way they are taught will either cement that
dysfunctional attitude more firmly in place, or
weaken it and replace it with something more
confident and adventurous. As teachers, we
are not ‘victims’ of the attitudes that children
bring with them to school; we are – if we are
willing to be – gradual, relentless coaches of a
different set of attitudes that will stand them
in good stead for further study, for work and
for life in general.
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seem to teach as if they don’t. As Philip Larkin
said, ‘They may not mean to, but they do’. It
is not one of their performance indicators. If
these insidious attitudes get stronger with each
passing year in the school, they are not aware
of it, or they sigh and blame ‘peer pressure’ or
‘home background’.
And then there are teachers (and schools) that
are very conscious of this danger, accept that
the way they teach is important, and have done
something about it. They too are committed
to helping their pupils master important ideas
and get good grades – but not at any price. For
them, it would be unacceptable – a failure – if
they turned out even one student who got a
place at Cambridge, but when they were there,
discovered that they did not know how to plan,
organise, research, trouble-shoot or evaluate
learning for themselves – and floundered as a
result. They believe it is possible to keep up the
test scores, and even improve them, but to do
it in a way that progressively, explicitly, helps
all their students to deepen their enjoyment
of difficulty and challenge, their willingness to
experiment, their inclination to look critically
at their own work and think how to improve it,
and their pleasure in exceeding expectations.
They also believe that this matters for all
children and young people, whatever their track
record of achievement. They care about Eric
(let us call him) who was so over-helped to get
his two A*s and an A at A-level that he never
learned how to organise his own time, how to
ask for help, or how to struggle intelligently
with difficult material on his own. He is behind
on his essays, doesn’t know how to cope, and
is feeling stupid and fraudulent as a result. He is
at risk of anxiety and depression. And they also
care about Ruby who scraped a C in English and
maths at GCSE, and got two more Ds as well,
and is now doing a BTEC in hair and beauty at
her local FE college.
Ruby is the title character of our book, the
hypothetical grand-daughter of ‘Educating Rita’,
who thrived on the second type of teaching.
She fared badly at the examination game (as
thousands of young people have to, if Eric’s As
and A*s are to have any value), but she came
out of school brimming with self-confidence,
curiosity and a capacity for hard work.
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How can we develop the right
attitudes in our pupils?
So let’s look at things you can do to make your
classroom an ever more powerful incubator
of positive learning dispositions. First, you
have to get your attitude right. For every child,
in every lesson, you have to be thinking, at
the back of your mind: ‘What might they be
ready to do for themselves?’. Children do
not learn resourcefulness, responsibility and
independence by having everything planned
for them. You have to be constantly walking on
the leading edge of their ability to design and
manage learning for themselves.
For example:
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■■Could they decide on what would be the best
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group size for the next activity?
■■Could they decide what equipment they are
going to need to do an experiment?
■■Could they be given more of a challenge to
look up information for themselves online,
rather than having it delivered, neatly
packaged, by you?
■■Could they work in pairs to critique and help
to improve each other’s draft essays?
■■Could each pair design maths problems for
another pair?
■■Could you get the class to brainstorm ‘Things
we could do when we are stuck’ and make a
poster as a visual aid for all to see?

■■Do all your teaching assistants really

understand that their job is not to help
children ‘do it’ but to help them figure out
how to do it for themselves?
■■Have you run little training sessions for the
TAs to discuss this difference?
■■Do your teachers regularly observe each
other, with the explicit intention of gathering
fresh ideas about how to boost your pupils’
independence still further?
The answers to all of these questions
depends on where the students (or the staff)
currently are in terms of their ability to handle
responsibility responsibly! That is why my
Building Learning Power (BLP) framework
always seeks to build up these abilities in
small steps. If you try to go too fast, you
will make people (students or staff) nervous,
and they might then withdraw or start to
muck about. Go gradually and gently – but
relentlessly – and things will go much more
smoothly. (This is one of those cases where
the tortoise always outpaces the hare).
As soon as you think they are ready, start
to ask the pupils themselves what they think
would be a suitable next step in their ‘education
for independence.’
Expect resistance from some students to
start with. Not all pupils will ‘sign up’ to this
idea immediately, but make it clear that, in
your class or your school, this is the direction
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to parents, will probably become one of the
layers of BLP that you will have to attend to.
In the long run, it will be well worth the effort,
as they start to change their habits at home
to support the growing independence and
confidence of their children.

Starting small
You might want to try some small, practical
changes to the culture of your classroom
(though be prepared for that period of resistance
from some quarters).
For example, I became notorious for a few
days this year for telling the Education Editor
of The Telegraph that erasers – rubbers,
as we used to be able to call them – were
‘instruments of the devil’3. My bit of poetic
license got me into some bother, but the idea
behind it is quite sound. Some teachers act as
if ‘bright’ students tend to get everything right
first time, quickly, always, without effort. That’s
what ‘bright’ or ‘intelligent’ is taken to mean.
Now, that is nice when it happens – but any
learning worth its salt is not like that.
Real learning involves effort, uncertainty and
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of travel, and it is how things are going to be.
Don’t give in to their demands that you go
back to spoon-feeding them. Some students
may have become lazy, as they have got used
to teachers doing most of the work for them.
Their independent learning muscles may be
quite weak. You may remember the character
‘Andy’ played by Matt Lucas in the television
show Little Britain, who pretended to be
wheelchair-bound but hopped out of the chair
and ran around when his carer, David Walliams,
wasn’t looking. Some children learn to be
passive and dependent like that in school, but
as soon as they walk out of school and go to
their football training or their dance class, they
jump up and become active learners again. It is
in their own interests that we refuse to keep
wheeling them through the curriculum.
You may also have to cope with angry parents
who don’t understand why you are not teaching
their fragile little darling ‘properly’ anymore.
Educating Ruby was explicitly written for
parents, so you will find it an invaluable source
of ideas and examples for how to get parents
on board. Communicating what you are up to,
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is displayed on the classroom wall. It looks
like a thermometer, but, instead of measuring
temperature, it measures the degree of risk in
their learning that a child has agreed to take.
In the Year 2 class from which this example
comes, each child had their picture with a bit of
Velcro backing. Sometimes their teacher would
allow them to choose the level of difficulty
they were going to attempt. Children could
work together on multiplying two numbers,
for example, but they could make up their own
sums, making them easier or harder depending
on how much ‘risk’ they wanted to take. Or
they could have a think before painting a picture
or writing a story, and decide how experimental
they were going to be. To encourage students
to be more adventurous, and run the risk of
making mistakes, you could devise a mark
scheme that gave credit for the ‘degree of
difficulty’ each student had chosen – just like
the mark scheme that is used to judge diving
competitions.
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experimentation; having a go, seeing what
happens, and gradually improving. It involves
lots of mistakes. Just look at babies learning
to walk. If they were frightened of making
mistakes or looking stupid, we would all still
be shuffling about on our bottoms.
Look too at the multiple drafts of any novel
or poem worth reading, or any piece of music
worth listening to. Real learning is riddled
with ‘not right yet’ and ‘not good enough yet’.
Making children ashamed of their mistakes is a
sure way of making them timid, unadventurous
and scared of novelty or difficulty. If erasers
are used as a way of letting children pretend
that they never make mistakes, they can easily
contribute to that culture of shame, and thus
to the retardation of learning. It’s not rocket
science.
So tell your class that they are not allowed
to use their rubbers any more – and see how
anxious that makes the group of ‘bright’ pupils
(often but not always girls), who love to sit at
the front, have immaculate exercise books, and
delight in shooting their hands up and delivering
right answers all the time. They will hate it! But
when they are in their second year at college
or university, they will look back and thank you.
Or take the ‘riskometer’ (see image above).
It is a simple graphic, made by the pupils, that

There are dozens of ways in which you can
make learning in school a better preparation
for learning in life. You are probably using many
of them already. But remember: however
independent and imaginative you have helped
your pupils to become, there is always another
step you and they could take. Building these
valuable attitudes is a job that is never finished.
In your primary school, how much
responsibility do the children take?
■■Do you show them the school budget and let

them think about the real, difficult decisions
that are involved in budgeting?
■■Does the student council have a subcommittee that advises the leadership team
on matters to do with teaching and learning?
■■If you have to leave the classroom, are your
students so self-organising that they hardly
notice – or do they still depend on you to
‘keep control’?
■■Is the first lesson of every day ‘independent
learning’ where the children just come in and
get on – alone or in partnerships – with their
own learning projects?
If you say yes to all of these, I’d love to know
what your next steps are going to be!
In your secondary school:
■■How far are students trusted to find and

return the resources they think they need?
■■Do you have student lesson observers,

Consider too: what data do you gather from
your ex-students, a year or two after they
have left, to find out how well-prepared they
feel to cope with the dramatically increased
freedoms and responsibilities they are bound
to have met? And how is that data being used
to improve the pedagogy and the culture of the
school, so that you know, year on year, you are
doing a better and better job of preparing them
for the demands of real life?
Any teacher could try a small shift tomorrow.
Keep it small, and there are no good enough
reasons not to. Chaos will not break out.
Parents will not storm the school. Exam results
will not plummet. And – unless you are very
unlucky – Ofsted will like it. If we settle for
crowd control, baby sitting or grinding out good

exam results, we are giving some students the
key to better opportunities in life, but we do
so at an unbearable cost: turning out young
people with exactly the opposite attitudes to
those the research shows they will need to be
happy and fulfilled.
Whatever pressures the government, in
its ignorance, are piling upon teachers and
schools, we have to keep plugging away at
building those crucial attitudes and capabilities.
Otherwise, however good our results, we
are not educating but miseducating the next
generation.
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keen to help teachers discover ways to let
students take on more responsibility?
■■Do you tell students the tasks that need to be
accomplished by the end of the week – and
let them sequence and prioritise the tasks
as they see best?
■■How much self-study do students do,
and how does it increase in amount and
complexity as they move up through the
school?
■■ H o w m u c h d o o l d e r s t u d e n t s t a k e
responsibility for younger ones?

Guy Claxton is the
originator of the Building
Learning Power approach,
and the author of many
books on learning,
including What’s the
Point of School?, The
Learning Powered School,
Expansive Education and,
most recently, Educating
Ruby: What Our Children
Really Need to Learn.
For more information on
Educating Ruby, visit:
www.educatingruby.org.
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3.		Teaching from a safe distance – Distancing yourself from students who are stuck may go against the natural
teaching instinct, but invaluable skills of independence are at stake and must not be suppressed, argues Douglas
Cremin.
		library.teachingtimes.com/articles/teachingfromasafedistance
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Meeting the new
curriculum’s high

expectations for
grammar
With its increased, almost obsessive emphasis on grammar and
punctuation, the new English curriculum will present a number of
challenges for even the most confident of grammarians. How will you meet
its demands? This issue’s ‘Strategies for the new curriculum’ explores
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possible approaches for teachers of Year 1 right through to Year 9.
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curriculum. The Year 5 and Year 6 programmes
of study now also require children to be taught
about modal verbs, subject and object, and
controversially, the subjunctive.
The changes will present a number of
challenges even for teachers who are confident
in their grammar knowledge. So how can you
make sure your pupils are meeting the new
higher standards? In this issue’s ‘Strategies
for the new curriculum’, our English expert,
Wendy Morton, examines the key curriculum
objectives relating to vocabulary, grammar and
punctuation and shares a variety of approaches
for teaching them in KS1, 2 and 3.
Want more expert teaching advice?
Further strategies for teaching and learning
are available for the entire English, maths and
science curriculum as part of our progress
tracker app, Climbing Frames. The app provides
a complete set of curriculum assessment
frames for all core and foundation subjects, and
enables teachers to track individual, class and
cohort progress across KS1, 2 and 3. For more
information, visit: schoolpupiltracker.com.

Year 1
By the end of this year, pupils should
be able to:
■■write in complete simple sentences
■■join clauses to make longer sentences
■■use full stops, exclamation and question

marks correctly
■■use capital letters for I, names and to
start sentences.

How do we teach it?
Pupils will need to read their own finished
writing to check the correct placement of full
stops – this links nicely to another strand in the
Year 1 writing curriculum, composition, which
requires children to read back the sentence they
have written in order to self-correct. Pupils can be
directed to look specifically for technical details,
like the use of capital letters for names, after the
reading for meaning has been done. Too often
the checking for accuracy takes precedence over
making sure the writing makes sense.
Ask children: what is a sentence? Illustrate
how sentences are built through teacher
modelling and scribing, extending pupils’
independent attempts at sentences, and
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T

he renewed emphasis on grammar and
punctuation was one of the most hotly
debated aspects of the new National
Curriculum. The aim, according to
Mr Gove, was to ‘restore rigour’, which he
seems to have accomplished with much
higher expectations for children’s vocabulary,
grammar and punctuation skills – from Year 1
right through to Year 9.
You may have noticed that the new curriculum
expects children to tackle harder grammar
much earlier – for example, pupils must now
be taught subordination and coordination in
Year 2, compared to Year 4 in the previous
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joining sentences and clauses so pupils
learn that longer sentences can be built up in
sections. Another possibility is to give pupils
sentences and clauses to match – if they
are laminated, they can be used on several
occasions to reinforce the learning, as this
concept needs revisiting every time the
children write. Playing with language and
controlling the words will give them confidence
when writing actual words.
It is important to reinforce the size of
capital letters in handwriting in relation to
lower case, and ensure that pupils learn to
be consistent in their letter formation, so that
when they write a capital letter they mean to
write a capital letter.
Question marks and exclamation marks
are straightforward to teach, as the use and
meaning can be demonstrated. Pupils can be
encouraged to write sentences in stories that
use as least two of each and can punctuate a
mixture of sentences that end with a full stop,
question mark and exclamation mark. If pupils
are to write out the sentences in their books,
then maintain the need to have the correct
spelling, letter formation and size. Pupils need
to apply what they have learned about the
formation of sentences in topic work as well
as literacy lessons.

Year 2
Subordination and coordination appears
in the Year 2 curriculum now – moved
down from Year 4. Now, by the end of
KS1, pupils must be able to:
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■■identify nouns, verbs, adverbs and
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adjectives
■■use coordinated and subordinated
clauses
■■write longer noun phrases with words
before, and sometimes after, the noun
■■distinguish between statements,
questions, exclamations and
commands
■■u s e p r e s e n t a n d p a s t t e n s e s
consistently
■■use progressive verbs correctly
■■use commas to separate items in a list
■■use apostrophes for contracted forms
and the singular possessive.

How do we teach it?
Often, pupils are taught nouns, verbs, adjectives
and adverbs separately and are asked to use
them in their writing. However, the ability to
understand the ‘job’ each word does in the
sentence helps children to recognise from
an early age how the writer deliberately
chooses words to have an effect on the reader.
Point out the difference it would have made
to the sentence if certain words (adverbs or
adjectives, for example) had been left out.
Introducing pupils to apostrophes in Year
2 is a bold move. At this age, some children
will struggle with the idea of apostrophes
for ownership, so avoid covering the rules
for omission/contraction and for ownership/
possession in the same session. Matching
cards, for example ‘I am’ with ‘I’m’ are good for
helping familiarise a child with the spellings and
apostrophe placings of different words. A fun
physical activity can help cement apostrophe
usage, and indeed other kinds of punctuation –
for example, give children a karate action (plus an
enthusiastic war cry) to go with an apostrophe,
and spell out words as a class together.
Remember that the simple sentence can
often be very dramatic in a story, and care
has to be taken to encourage variety and
choice. Pupils do go through a phase, when
experimenting with description and when they
have also learned to use commas for lists,
of putting several adjectives with one noun.
Teachers need to model the use of phrases
and clauses to enhance the meaning, rather
than just encourage the addition of individual
words into a text.
Often, pupils move from the past into the
present tense and back again. The maintenance
of consistency of tense starts at the planning
stage, with the pupils made aware that if a story
or recount is set in the past, then the tense has
to be consistent throughout. Remind pupils

■■written in the past tense (for example, ‘I

went…’)
■■written in chronological order, using
connectives that signal time (for example,
‘then,’ ‘next,’ ‘after,’ and ‘meanwhile’)
■■focused on individual or group participants (in
first person using ‘I’ or ‘we,’ for example, or
in third person using ‘he,’ ‘she’ and ‘they’).

Year 3
KS2 ramps up the challenge, with pupils
expected to learn about prepositions two
years earlier than before. Expectations for
this year mean pupils must be able to:
■■identify conjunctions and prepositions
■■express time, place and cause using

conjunctions, prepositions and adverbs
■■write useful key sentences for
paragraphs
■■use the present perfect tense (e.g. ‘he
has gone out’)
■■use inverted commas to show spoken
words in dialogue.

How do we teach it?
An issue often raised in KS2 is whether to use
the terminology for grammar or to replace
it with a more ‘child-friendly’ statement.
Truthfully, the name itself doesn’t matter at
this point, but pupils often like to learn new and
more complex words. In teaching prepositions,
there is a link to be made with the teaching
of direction and position in mathematics and
the list of words used there. The teaching
of the use of conjunctions, prepositions
and adverbs also provides an opportunity to
extend vocabulary and find alternatives to the
overused ‘quickly’, ‘slowly’, ‘under’ and so on.
The teaching of inverted commas can take
far too much lesson time if pupils are required
to copy out sentences and punctuate. The
learning is to be found first by looking at text
in reading. Publishers do not use inverted
commas, but the concept of ‘new speaker,

new line’ is clear to see and the demarcation
of speech from the rest of a story is obvious.
Pupils can mark the sections of speech in
a text, then insert inverted commas when
needed – it will be clear then where the comma
is placed to separate the dialogue from the rest
of the sentence. If they have a story they have
written that contains speech, then they can go
back to it and insert the relevant punctuation.
However, line upon line of speech in narrative
is to be discouraged.
Suggestions for sentence starters when
asking pupils to write a narrative can be
generated as a class and then placed on the
working wall for future reference. Pupils can
also look in the books they are reading and
find sentence starters that they like. At first,
the majority of pupils will be using the same
sentence starters, but that is the young writer
getting used to a device used to gain the
attention of the reader. They will soon become
more adventurous in their choices.

Year 4
By the time the end of Year 4 rolls around,
pupils should be able to:
■■identify pronouns
■■use Standard English verbs (especially

‘be’, ‘go’, ‘do’, ‘have’, ‘get’)
■■use fronted adverbials, including
correct use of the comma
■■write noun phrases containing
modifying words before and after the
noun
■■sequence paragraphs in a logical and
helpful order
■■use pronouns to avoid repetition
without losing a sense of the nouns
to which they refer
■■use commas correctly in speech
punctuation
■■use apostrophes to mark singular and
plural possession.

How do we teach it?
Teaching the use of the comma goes
alongside the teaching of subordination and
adverbial clauses. Pupils learn that longer
sentences are built from sections that have to
be separated from each other to ensure that
the meaning is clear. Modelling the taking out
of phrases and clauses and the reverse, and the
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about this rather than leaving them to make a
mistake, because once the tense is changed
it often leads to a large number of corrections
having to be made.
The language features of a recount text are
often:
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way the punctuation changes, links the two, so
the stylistic meets the technical at the point of
composition, rather than waiting to be picked
up in the proofreading stage.
Sequencing paragraphs in non-fiction
text is often helped by subheadings or the
organisation of content by chronology or
process. Reader awareness is needed so, as a
writer, they guide the reader to the information
and do not confuse. However, reading text
on screen, especially non-fiction, requires
additional skills. You will need to teach pupils
to navigate the section to find the information,
as it is often distributed across pages and in
boxes rather than in sequence.

The correct use of pronouns becomes
more difficult when the amount of writing
increases, as pupils get carried away with
the story and use pronouns continually. Have
children read their story back to another pupil,
as keeping track of who is who will be clear,
and best reveals this loss of meaning.
As for apostrophes, again, avoid covering
the rules for omission/contraction and for
ownership/possession in the same session.
Use a range of activities for teaching and
checking understanding, including wholegroup verbal activities, verbal and written
checks, flash cards, discussion and more.
Computer games where children move a
virtual apostrophe to the correct position in the
word are useful too, as they give immediate
feedback. You can find various permutations of
these around the web.
The use of Standard English verbs is often
compromised by the way pupils talk – ‘we was’
is very common, for example. This misuse of
Standard English verbs will appear in pupils’

writing unless the way it is used in speech is
corrected and errors consistently pointed out.
In speech punctuation, if pupils have learned
to identify the words actually spoken, then the
placement of the comma isn’t difficult but is
rather a case of paying attention to detail and
should be picked up in proofreading. It can be
useful to have a list of things for pupils to check
for when proofreading, and this can be one of
them. It is better to provide a list according to
pupils’ individual mistakes rather than one long
generic list for all.

Year 5
New to the Year 5 programme of study is
modal verbs. Aside from that, pupils are
expected to be able to:
■■ use the correct first word in relative

clauses (‘that’, ‘which’, ‘who’, for example)
■■use grammar to show degrees of
uncertainty – that is, modal verbs
(‘could’, ‘might’) and adverbs
(‘perhaps’, ‘maybe’)
■■use adverbials to link ideas (‘later’ and
‘secondly’ for instance)
■■use brackets, dashes and commas
correctly as parentheses
■■use commas and hyphens to avoid
ambiguity
■■use layout to effectively enhance
meaning, including the correct use of
bullet points.

Adverbials put extra meaning into a clause,
helping the writer say where and when an
action took place and how it happened.
Learning to use adverbials gives the pupils
the opportunity to include extra detail without
changing the basic meaning of the sentence.
Pupils can practise adding details of where,
when and how. Linking ideas to move the story
or action forward in time can be practised in
story writing, but adverbials are an important
part of instructional texts and report writing.
English doesn’t have grammatical gender
like many other languages, so when forming
relative clauses, we use ‘who’ and ‘which’.
Pupils need to be able to distinguish between
animate (living) and inanimate (non-living)
objects to be able to match the correct pronoun
at the beginning of a relative clause. Simple
exercises that require pupils to fill in the correct
pronoun are a quick way to practise this.
Using layout to enhance meaning is often
confined to non-fiction texts, where the use of
sub-headings, bullet points and even diagrams
can be used to help the reader make sense
of the information they have been given. If
pupils have experienced scanning a text for
information retrieval, they will be aware of how
putting text in bold print or emphasising some
important details helped them to quickly, as a
reader, grasp what they were reading about and
what the important points were. Linking this
type of reading activity to precede a similar
writing activity will reinforce the learning and
give them a model to imitate.
The importance of the use of commas is
usually seen when they are missing and the

effect this has on the meaning. Commas
separate words, phrases and some clauses, but
are often left out by younger writers in narrative
as they drive the story and action forwards.
Pupils can be encouraged to put them in the
correct place in the technical proofreading
stage, but in Year 5, pupils need to be linking
their experimentation in sentence construction
with ensuring the correct punctuation. They
should understand how the use of the comma
makes meaning clear and helps the reader,
especially when reading aloud to an audience.

Year 6
The Year 6 curriculum features two new
additions not taught previously: subject
and object, and, controversially, the
subjunctive. Now, by the end of primary
schooling, children are expected to:
■■use formal vocabulary when appropriate
■■appreciate subtle differences between

synonyms
■■use the passive tense correctly
■■recognise the subjunctive form of the
verb
■■link ideas using, for example, repetition,
adverbials, ellipsis and so on
■■use the colon and semi-colon correctly
■■use hyphens to avoid ambiguity
■■organise and lay out work for clarity and
ease of understanding.
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How do we teach it?
This year, pupils will be continuing to add
to their knowledge of linguistic terms.
Grammatical terms provide a precise language
in which to talk about reading and writing, and
avoid vagueness and the use of terms like
‘wow’ words and ‘bossy’ words. By using the
correct technical terms, pupils have access to a
grammatical vocabulary that will support them
in the secondary phase and beyond.
As soon as a teacher introduces ellipsis,
pupils love using it and it will appear on
numerous occasions in their writing. Overuse
is to be discouraged, as sometimes, the simple
sentence is better in providing a cliff hanger
than an ellipsis.
Pupils have probably used bullet points by
Year 6, most likely in writing instructions. Pupils
find the use of bullet points attractive and tend
to overuse them. When teaching how to use
bullet points to best effect, give pupils a text
that is dominated by the use of bullet points,
to the point where it becomes not much more
than a list. Pupils can investigate whether the
bullet points draw the reader’s attention to

particular points or, with too many, lose their
impact and purpose. They can then remove the
unnecessary ones.
The range of layout devices pupils can
use will have been developing throughout
KS2. When producing a non-fiction text in
English or another curriculum subject, pupils
should be given the freedom to select the
devices they think are appropriate for the
task – for example, headings, subheadings,
columns, bullets and tables. Using ICT to
present the final draft of a document gives
the opportunity to present using all these
features and makes the link with writing in
the real world. Pupils can also be taught how
to set the style for their page with the font
size and style consistency.
Mastering the use of the passive is essential
for science. Pupils often use the first person
when writing up an experiment, but they will
need to be able to write in an impersonal way
when they reach the secondary phase. For
example, ‘ I held the test tube in the Bunsen
burner flame’, becomes ‘The test tube was
held in the flame of the Bunsen burner.’

How do we teach it?

Pupils will arrive at secondary school
with varying degrees of grammatical
knowledge and confidence. Year 7 is
about reinforcing what they’ve already
learnt and filling the gaps – before pupils
are able to move onto make use of
grammar with flair and sensitivity.
By the end of the year, they should:
■■know the vocabulary, grammar and

punctuation listed in the primary
curriculum
■■appreciate the different demands
of spoken and written, formal and
informal language.

How do we teach it?
It is highly likely that many pupils will have
to revisit some of the learning of vocabulary,
grammar and punctuation in the primary
curriculum, and they will be using the knowledge
of grammar and punctuation in their writing.
Deciding what to teach explicitly and how,
and then planning it into units of work, needs
careful consideration, as it will be different
for different ability groups. It is tempting for
teachers to turn grammatical terminology into
‘child-friendly’ statements. This is not a good
idea, as all pupils will have some knowledge of
correct terminology, and the grammatical terms
provide a language to talk about language.
Having a reference book for grammar in
the classroom alongside the dictionary and
thesaurus is useful for both the teacher and
the pupils.

Year 8
By Year 8, pupils should be confident
enough about the use of grammar and
punctuation to begin to analyse the use
of it by other writers. By the end of the
year, they should be able to:
■■identify and comment on the use of

grammar and punctuation devices used
by writers
■■understand that there are degrees of
formality.

When reading texts, or writing about the literary
devices used by the author, the deliberate use
of punctuation is often overlooked. Looking
more closely at punctuation chosen by different
authors helps pupils see that yes, punctuation
is needed to make sense of writing, but it can
also convey much more. Taking passages from
a text, removing the punctuation, and then
asking pupils to punctuate appropriately makes
them read it several times. Once they are done,
give them the original so they can compare. In
their own writing, pupils can have a tendency
to overuse exclamation marks, thinking they
are having an effect, but overuse achieves the
opposite. Relating the activity to look at their
own use of punctuation helps them to realise
that less is often more.

Year 9
The final year in KS3 is time for pupils
to consolidate their grammar and
punctuation skills ready for the demands
of GCSE. By the end of the year, they
should use and talk about grammar
confidently in both reading and writing.

How do we teach it?
Pupils will be continuing to add to their
knowledge of linguistic terms. Grammatical
terms provide a precise language in which
to talk about reading and writing and avoid
vagueness. By using the correct technical
terms, pupils have access to a grammatical
vocabulary that will support them at GCSE
and beyond.
The level to which knowledge about grammar
is acquired and used varies. Sometimes teachers
need to refresh their understanding and plan
for activities where pupils are expected to be
precise in their comments about grammar, and
the pupils are clear about the kind of comments
they are expected to make. Having a grammar
reference book available in the classroom
alongside the dictionary and thesaurus is a
resource worth keeping.
Wendy Morton taught for over 20 years,
before becoming one of the first primary
national strategy consultants and a KS3
specialist consultant. She was a regional
director for English in the Secondary
National Strategy, and is now an
independent education consultant.
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Out and about
for words

Making connections in early
literacy
Confidence in early
reading relies greatly
on understanding the
link between letters and
words, and the role they
play in the real world.
Kate Williams brings
Volume 6.2 n Creative Teaching & Learning

the process to life with
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an energetic expedition
for words in school, at
home and on the street.

‘A

is for apple’, we tell our youngsters. ‘So what?’ they may
think, and who could blame them? I mean, exactly how
exciting is that piece of news? Does it enthral you? Me
neither, nor the kids alas, but oh golly, they have 25 more
letters to learn after that one!
Learning to read is one of the most challenging tasks we all face in
childhood. The alphabet alone can seem baffling, and just when we’re
starting to get to grips with their phonics, we’re told they do other
sounds too – and other shapes! As for identifying whole words and
sentences, that’s another mountain on top, and despite the best efforts
of our brilliant teachers, a small proportion of children still fall through
the net. More yet fail to become confident, comfortable readers.

Born to read
According to the National Literacy Trust, ‘one person in six in the UK
lives with poor literacy’, which ‘holds them back at every stage of their
life.’1 They are not just referring to newcomers to the country, who often
learn quickly. There seems to be a more basic barrier that gets in the
way: a lack of connection, a failure to associate with text.
And yet, children are surrounded by letters and words in their everyday
lives! They’re on the car number plate, the corner shop door, the
magazine on the table, the tins and jars in the kitchen, the computer
screen, the toy boxes – all over the place. Children have been immersed
in written language since birth, so by the time they start school, they
will already be familiar with some of their shapes and patterns. What’s

Making connections
As a teacher, you’ll know that a broad, rich

Creative Approaches

and finely tuned reading programme is applied
these days, with fantastic success rates. But
still there are always still a few who struggle,
for no apparent reason.
So let’s get those connections happening!
Let’s go out into the world and scoop
up an armful of real live words to light
up the classroom. Everyone will benefit,
including your confident readers. As for your
foundation phase, don’t worry if they haven’t
met the letters or words involved yet – we’re
popping out of the curriculum as well as the
classroom.
We’ll start off with a roam round the school,
before the big trip up the high street. Then at
the end of the day we’ll send the children off
to track down more words back home. As for
follow-up opportunities, they’ll be limitless!
To maximise results, take out small groups at
a time, with as many support staff or volunteers
as you can muster.

Round the school
If you are working on lower case letters only,
you may need to seek out some in advance,
as the opportunities will be fewer for these.
But some letters are the same or similar in
each case, of course. Besides, it’s the whole
concept of words we’re looking at, not just the
individual letters.
Guide your group towards any aurally familiar
words in large, clear print around the premises
– for example, ‘push’, ‘pull’, ‘toilets’, ‘press’,
‘school’, ‘office’, ‘staffroom’, ‘kitchen’, ‘off’,
‘on’, ‘open’, ‘fire door’, ‘mind the step’, ‘private’
– helping your group to read, decipher or guess
their meanings.
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more, they’ll already have gathered that those
signs hold meanings. They’ll even have worked
out a handful of them too. They’ll be familiar
with ‘Press’ on the doctor’s door bell, or ‘Push’
on the shop door, or ‘Danger!’ by the building
site, and they’ll have a good idea of the different
messages they send out, so you could say
they’re already reading.
Children will pick up information to suit their
needs, and that includes word meanings. As a
youngster myself, I wasted no time in learning
the look of ‘Biscuits’ on the tin in the cupboard.
I could differentiate the pattern of the letters
from those on the other jars, knew what that
meant would be inside, and that did it for me!
In the same way, my own toddlers picked up
‘Wait’ and ‘Walk’ at the pelican crossing from
the sheer thrill of pressing the button and
watching the results.
In my writing workshops, however, there is
invariably at least one child who sits frozen, pen
poised, despite all our warm-up fun, until I’ve
brought the activity right into their world, oneto-one. For example, if our topic is ‘Treasure’,
I’ll need to ask: ‘What would your treasure
be like?... Gold?’ The choice is entirely theirs.
Together we get its first special letter down,
and the link is made – the child is away with
the rest.
But a one-to-one prompt is not a solution
to the basic problem – that fundamental
disconnect with text that holds up so many
youngsters. How can we help them make that
link? (Or re-make it?)
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Your aim is to help children feel the realness
of the words they find. Okay, so you’ve arrived
at the office, and established that the word
on the door says so – everyone knows that’s
the office! With your foundation phase class,
you’ve made a circle in the air for the ‘o’ and
noted the double ‘ff’ in the middle of the word.
Perhaps you’ve even pointed out what the
word would sound like with only one ‘f’ – that
would be funny. What would Mrs Jones the
secretary think of that? But a closed door is a
dull sight. Why not look in and say hello to Mrs
Jones? Let a child give a knock. Ah, here she is!
Let’s hear her read the word on the door too.
When taking readers of a higher level round
the school, you’ll want to guide them towards
the harder words – for example, ‘reception’,
‘secretary’, ‘store cupboard’, ‘stationery’,
‘computer suite’, ‘library’, ‘equipment’ or
‘percussion box’. Encourage them to check
the spellings. Who can read the school motto
at the entrance?
On your return, remember to check out your
classroom too. Hunt for words on equipment,
appliances, clothes labels, activity packs,
the interactive whiteboard tabs, the sink
taps, the title covers in the reading corner...
Draw up a list of findings for later use.
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Now it’s time for your real outing – your ‘Words
in the world’ hunt. Get your coats on for a stroll
up the nearest high street to spot letters, words
and phrases wherever they may be. Look for
shop names, billboard announcements, menus,
ice cream names (on a van or stall), road
names, bus stops, taxis, road and pedestrian
signs, door instructions (‘push’, ‘pull’, ‘open’,
‘closed’ and so on). Also useful are signposts to
public places such as parks, libraries, shopping
centres, toilets, car parks and information
centres. Don’t forget to hunt for letters too,
and letter clusters, like ‘-ing’, ‘-ght’, or plurals
with ‘-ies’.
For more able readers, you may wish to
extend your word search terms. Browse longer
texts such as menus (the children will love
those!) and public notices – for example, litter
warnings, parking restrictions, pay and display
instructions, post box collection details, shop
window banners and posters about places
of interest. More able readers will also enjoy
looking for alliteration, which you are bound to
find in shop names and adverts. Which pupil
can find the most? Check punctuation too.
Apostrophes are fun to look for and not always
used correctly, even by adults. Challenge your

whizz-kid readers to find an apostrophe that
shouldn’t be there or not quite there. And how
about a count-up of exclamation marks?
Remember to keep in tune with the children’s
experiences along the way. Who heard
the clock strike? Was anyone counting the
chimes? What kind of dog was that? Wave
to Sam’s mum across the road! What is that
crane lifting? The children will relish your
involvement!

Back in the classroom
When you return to the classroom, gather
everyone together for a chat about the outing.
Talk about the experience first. Did anyone
find out what sort of dog it was, or what that
crane was lifting? Did everyone wave at Sam’s
mum? If you have photos, now is the time to
look at those.
Next, pool your word and letter finds, making
sure every child participates. Discuss it as you

Before they go home, ask the children to
look round their house to see what words
they can spot and recognise there. They can
look at tins, packets, bottles, shopping bags,
calendars, clothes labels, greeting cards, the
computer keyboard, TV dials, remote controls,
DVD sleeves, packaging and instructions
for toys and games, newspaper headlines,
magazine covers, party invitations, bathroom
items (shampoo, soap, toothpaste containers),
recipes, pet collars and dishes, and so on.
Independent writers could build a written list.
More able pupils could search for and
summarise the contents of newspaper or
magazine articles, recipes, flyers through
the door, game rules and ingredients on food
packaging. Alternatively, restrict their search
terms to a specific aspect of language, such as
adjectives, similes, onomatopoeia, alliterated
words or punctuation marks.
Be sure to involved parents and carers! Send
out a note explaining your aims and inviting
them to join in the hunt. I used to call on one
of my children to read out the small print on my
jars and cans. It saved me fetching my glasses,
and kept him reading through an anti-book
phase. He’d happily plough through lists of ‘E’s
and their full chemical names, while refusing to
pick up the dreaded book. He’s now a journalist,
so perhaps those food labels did the trick!
After all the words and phrases the children
found at home have been shared and noted,
present a few from your own home, preferably
on the items themselves, which you can then
pass around.
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Round the house

Follow-up activities
Reinforce your real-life reading links through
exciting and meaningful follow-up activities.
Below is an assortment to start you off, to
mix, match, stretch and adapt to your children
as necessary.
Be the letters!
In a spacious area, form some of the letter
shapes with your bodies, in groups on the floor.
Take photos to share later.
Make letter pictures
Using the letters or words on the board as
guides, help the children make letter pictures,
reproducing them in assorted colours with
felt tip pens or paints on coloured card or
sugar paper. Older children could make lino
cuts, potato prints or tracings for repeats over
the paper. While giving a helping hand, don’t
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go – what was that word on the cafe door?
Did anyone else spot it? With more confident
readers, elicit lists of words and phrases. Save
or record all for a giant class list.
While memories are fresh, jot down some
of the words on the board, large and clear,
in assorted colours, and draw the children’s
attention to the details. For lower reading
levels, sound out the letters together and say
the words. Which is the shortest word? Which
is the longest? For higher levels, invite children
to read back the more challenging words and
phrases, or offer synonyms.
Round off with a whirl of quick, fun questions,
drawing on the day’s experiences. What was
that word on the road sign with the picture
of children? What was the warning you were
reading when the cat jumped off the wall?
Who noticed how restaurant was spelt? Did
anyone notice a neon sign? This recapping will
reinforce vital links and relevance.
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worry about accuracy or presentation – keep
activities light.
Set your findings to music
Sing and clap selected words to a familiar tune,
adding in percussion instruments. You can do
the same with single letters, sounding the
phonics or saying the names. Here are two
rhyme formats to try with foundation groups.
Insert letters or words as relevant and set to
a simple melody:
We found ‘a’ in the street.
Clap your hands! Stamp your feet!
‘a’, ‘a’, who found ‘a’?
I did, you did,
we all found ‘a’!
Create artwork
Let children draw pictures of anything they
want from the outing. Set the ball rolling with a
few suggestions – cars, trees, people, houses,
birds, that crane, Sam’s mum!? Older children
could write words on their pictures.
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Make links with other words
Here’s an interlinking word game, adaptable
for all levels. First, take a letter (or letter
combination) from your collection, establishing
who found it where, and write it on the
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board. Now write it again, highlighted,
inside its whole word. Say it was ‘oo’ in
‘School’. Who can think of another word
with the same letters inside? (For example,
‘cool’, ‘pool’ ‘tool’). Next time round, let the
group volunteer a letter. Advanced readers
could draw up lists of answers to compare.
Check the dictionary
With harder words, ask children to check the
spelling and meaning in their dictionaries, or on
the Oxford online dictionary.
Make a poem of found words
Check if any of your words rhyme or share a
rhythm. You have wonderful material here for
a nonsense rhyme, and perhaps for a more
thoughtful one too – about your locality or your
outing. See what poetic wonders the children
can come up with! Make a book of the poems
for display in the school foyer.
Make a word necklace
Help children make word or letter necklaces,
using pieces of coloured card, each displaying
a word, letter or phonic from your collection,
hole-punched and threaded together with raffia.
Challenge your independent writers to produce
domino-style letter-linked necklaces, with
adjoining words sharing a last and first letter (as
in ‘sto[p]ost’). These could double as a riddles!
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Letter box (foundation level)
Make a letter box and post the letters the
children found while out and about. Envelopes
would add to the fun – the children could draw
stamps and write their names. Each day, a
different child can collect and open a letter to
share with the class. Could it be the letter of
the day?

ask the children to include one or more of their
collected words.
Computer hunt
Help the children find words from your
collection in an online dictionary. Able readers
could check out their meanings and search for
synonyms.
Type up your words
Let every child type a letter, word or phrase
from the collection, with some accompanying
decoration. Display on your class blog or print
off for the classroom wall.
Tell the story
Your class will be proud to give an account
of their ‘Words in the world’ hunt in a whole
school assembly! They could include some of
their follow-up work too, embellishing their
account with artwork, poetry, percussion,
songs, letter shapes and acting out. And those
necklaces will be just the ticket!

Words out of a word (advanced)
Select a long word from your collection, write
it out across the board with gaps between
letters, and tell the children to copy it down
the same way, allowing space for word lists
below each letter. Who can make the most
words out of that long one? The best method
is to try starting with each letter in turn. Count
and compare!

Keeping the links alive

Incorporate words into stories
Next time you set a piece of creative writing,

The activities above will draw your children into
the reading process with zest. But don’t leave
it there! Keep up the links, jogging memories
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Word collage
Using coloured pens and paper, write out – or
let the children write – specific letter(s) from
your collection, to be arranged in patterns on
coloured card with other materials for a chunkyfunky poster.
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and making connections at every opportunity.
Here are some to look out for:
■■School trips – these will open up a whole

new realm of letters and words to spot.
Depending on your destination, there may
be a chart or map to browse, signposts,
information plaques, logos, titles, labels,
tags, tickets, programmes, warnings and
more! Take time to guide your class towards
as many of these as you can, encouraging
independent discoveries too. Take a photo
or two for future reminders.
■■School events – check the diary for
opportunities on site such as sports days,
science challenges, the Christmas play,
‘Book Week’, parents’ coffee morning and
more. Then keep an eye out in school for
posters and notices about them and bring
the class to read them with you. Preparations
will be going on, and your children may be
involved in the events themselves, so they
should be familiar with the words. Even
a beginner reader may note the ‘p’ for
‘performance’, or the ‘oo’ and ‘ee’ in Book
Week. Make a class poster to add to the
others, with a letter or word from every child,
and display it up there with the rest – big and
grand for everyone to admire!

A is for... anything you can
imagine!
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So, what did we say at the start? ‘A is for apple’.
True, but ‘A’ is for a whole lot of other things
too: that lorry’s number plate, for instance, and
‘Avenue’ on the road we crossed, and ‘Apple
pie’ on the cafe menu, remember? Now ‘A’
is for ‘Ah-ha, I know that word! I’ve seen it
somewhere!’
‘A’ is also for ‘abracadabra’. How about
rounding off your follow-up fun with a magic
sprinkle of words to decorate your book corner?
Bring the books alive too. Let’s open one
while we’re about it... but wait – what’s this?
The very same word we found on our walk!
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Kate Williams is a children’s poet and
workshop leader for schools. She can be
contacted at katewilliams.poetry@gmail.com.
For more information on Kate’s work with
schools, visit poemsforfun.wordpress.com.

Further reading and resources
■■ World Book Day’s website offers support
for teachers at worldbookday.com. See
what other schools are doing on their
‘Ideas’ page: worldbookday.com/ideas/
showcase
■■ The National Literacy Trust at
literacytrust.org.uk. See their ‘Schools
and teaching’ section for resources,
events and more: www.literacytrust.org.
uk/schools_teaching
■■ The National Education Trust’s website
offers resources, information and other
support, including a video of ‘good
practice’ literacy teaching at www.
nationaleducationtrust.net.
■■ Authors Abroad (part of Caboodle Books
Ltd) offers Able Writers’ and Reluctant
Writers’ workshops with visiting authors,
under a scheme whereby selected
children from several schools meet for
the day. The host school pays nothing;
the others pay per child. See cpd.
authorsabroad.com for more information.
■■ Forest Schools Education offers schools
a range of innovative events and
resources for outdoor teaching, bringing
meaning and relevance to classroom
learning.
See www.forestschools.com.
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1.		“We’re going on a print hunt!” – Inspiring young children to take an interest in literacy, Sue Lyle leads a class
of four-year-olds on a hunt for signs, symbols and writing in the classroom, on the street and in the shops.
		library.teachingtimes.com/articles/we-re-going-on-a-print-hunt
2.		The storytelling curriculum – Sue Lyle reports on an innovative and provocative approach to literacy that
involves no formal teaching of reading and writing, simply complete immersion in stories and imagination.
		library.teachingtimes.com/articles/ctlthestorytellingcurriculum

How to put
impact at
the heart of
assessment

Learning and Assessment Pathways:
helping schools to tie assessment to
its intended purpose
We know that:
■■ “The overriding principle of good assessment is that it
should be clearly tied to its intended purpose”. The Report
for the Commission for assessment with levels
■■ “Schools must be clear why pupils are being assessed,
what the assessment is intended to achieve and how the
assessment information will be used. The Report for the
Commission for assessment with levels
■■ “Ofsted will expect “schools themselves to determine
their practices and for leadership teams to justify these
on their own merits….” Ofsted Section 5 Handbook Sept
2015

How do we do this?
The Report gives us a wide range of questions to
consider. What we need to find are the answers…
Learning and Assessment Pathways asks key questions
AND more importantly gives you a comprehensive set
of tried and tested tools to answer them.
You will find:
■■
■■
■■
■■

key points summarised with referenced research;
structured, focused audits;
Powerpoint presentations; and
discussion tools and further resource links

These resources have been developed from work with
schools. Schools using these resources are successfully
evaluating and developing their practice in focused
and effective ways.

What schools are saying:
“Really helped to focus the planning and clearly showed the developmental areas. It is a really good school self-evaluation tool.”
Headteacher

“We used the Integrated Assessment Audit Tool to guide our audit
of positives and negatives of our present assessment systems. It
connected to the Teachers Standards and provided a focused tool for
reflection and discussion across classroom practice.”

“We began with the Creating a Culture of High Expectations
pathway…this work underlined that we now need to take provision
to the ‘next level’ in terms of curriculum development, learning to
learn, metacognition etc.”

Headteacher and senior leader

Headteacher and senior leader

Turn over to see the seven questions...

How to answer the 7 questions every primary school
is asking about assessment
How can I find
out ‘where we are’ with our
assessment practice?

You can celebrate strengths and manage
improvements to assessment practices with
the concise, snapshot audit tool in the Current
Practice and Impact pathway. The tool draws
on recognised features of effective practice
and is supportive of the Teachers’ Standards,
the NAHT design checklist, and national
guidance.

How do I
establish as clear
direction when everything is
continually evolving?

Use the Values and Vision section to get to
the heart of what you want from assessment
in your school. giving you the clarity to
transform the torrent of information, write a
web site statement, and focus development
“I want to go away and write these now!”
Headteacher

How can I make
sure that our data works for
us and for Ofsted?

Use a simple tool to get precision
about what you want from your
data, aligning purpose, form
and processes “ I am clearer
about what we want from our new data
system.”Headteacher

What exactly is
mastery?

How do we
develop pupils’ awareness of
themselves as learners?

How can we improve
assessment led progression?

Reinforce progression and aspiration,
at the point of assessment by using the
integrated assessment tools to help you to
connect purpose, use and impact.
Use the Integrated Assessment
pathway to make understanding
visible, and access practical
strategies that will help teachers
and students to recognise developing
understanding.

How well does
our feedback and marking
support progress?

Connect assessment to creating a ‘growth-mindset’ by
using the Integrated Assessment and Creating a Culture of
High Expectations pathways. With vital strategies based
around the work of Di Pardoe and Tom Robson, this
comprehensive range of tools means you are fully supporting
development.

Reveal the extent that feedback
drives progression and use the
Integrated Assessment pathway to
provide a platform for moving feedback
and response towards supporting
evaluation and improvement.

What the experts say:
“This book is a thorough survey of what makes for good assessment.”

“A very effective tool for analysing, reviewing and developing
assessment to the benefit of all members of the learning community,
including parents, teachers, leaders and pupils.”

“A thorough but easy to navigate and manage process, grounded in
excellent pedagogy and reference material. Most importantly, it will
ensure a school has a structured method of auditing provision so
it can strive to reach the highest achievement standards no matter
whether you are, for example an outstanding school or a school that
requires improvement.”

John Hucker: Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Education Assessors;

Anita Warwick, Headteacher Uplands Primary School, Forest Learning

Founder of Simple Solutions for Education

Alliance Teaching School

Richard Howard, Chair of National Education Trust

Ordering is easy: Online at www.teachingtimesbookshop.co.uk Call our Order Hotline on 0121 224 7599
Fax it over on 0121 224 7598 By Mail: Imaginative Minds Ltd, 309 Scott House, Gibb Street, Birmingham, B9 4DT
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Keeping pupils on
target in a mixedability classroom
Pupils who are bored or frustrated
with work that does not fit their needs
are more likely to disrupt lessons and
hamper the progress of others. How
can we keep them on track? Marcella
McCarthy provides six steps to effective
differentiation, ensuring all learners are
engaged in tasks that support them
when they struggle and stretch them
when they don’t.
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D

ifferentiating correctly for each student is probably
the most important thing that you will ever do as a
teacher. Although new teacher worries often focus
on behaviour management, most teaching horror
stories and success stories can be linked to ineffective
or effective differentiation. As Sue Cowley puts it, when
pitching a lesson at the average student, the typical teacher
‘gets it exactly right for only one third of the class’1, which
makes it hardly surprising that the other two thirds may
then misbehave.
When observing lessons, I always notice how often
the off-task students are those for whom the work is too
easy or too difficult. It is often the first resort of students
with weak literacy skills, for instance, to distract from their
own difficulties by causing a distraction that will make the
teacher focus on their behaviour rather than their learning.
In a twisted sort of way, these students are trying to get
the personal attention that they deserve, just not doing it
in a very effective manner.
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I don’t think that I have ever seen bad behaviour
in a classroom where the differentiation of the
lesson is perfect. Where tasks are designed to
be personalised for students, and the teacher
has thought carefully about each student
and their experience of learning, behaviour
management generally ceases to be an issue,
because the reasons for bad behaviour are
reduced or removed. In a well-differentiated
lesson, not only are opportunities for difficult
behaviour fewer, but students are simply
too busy and engaged to think up avoidance
strategies. So, differentiating effectively is
immensely rewarding for the teacher as well
as for the students.
It may seem time-consuming as a project, but
taken step by step, each part of differentiation
will add up to a whole which is sustainable and
practicable, not just in individual classrooms,
but for the whole school.

1. Create a class profile
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It may sound like a truism, but if you do
not know your students, it is impossible to
differentiate properly for them. Knowing
students means far more than getting their
names right (though that is a start!); it means
having a real sense of how they work together
as a group, where the pinch points lie and how
the dynamics of their relationships will affect
your attempts to differentiate the work
It can be worth giving a class a ‘fresh start’
feeling and not letting them know how well
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you know them – for disaffected students
in particular, this can really help them feel
that they can start afresh with you. But it is
absolutely essential that you do make sure
that you have tracked down every piece of
information on the school system about your
students. If something is not readily available,
then ask until you find it, and then ask why you
couldn’t find it – if it’s not easy for you, it will not
be easy to find for other teachers, especially
new teachers to the school, NQTs or trainees.
Don’t limit yourself to the obvious SEN or FSM
details – check out (for instance) if a student
in your class has suffered bereavement, and
if so, when the anniversary comes. Find out if
they have older and younger siblings, and what
their experience of school has been so far. Have
they been in trouble at school before you taught
them? What are their pressure points?
Once you have all the information, record
it in an easy-to understand form – not just in
your mark book, but in a folder that you can
use when planning for this specific group. It
is no good having a list of ticks or ‘Y’s in a
column telling you that a child is gifted or EAL
or anything else; you need to translate that
material to a class profile.
This can be as simple as creating another
column in your existing documents, and
incorporating all the information into a sentence
or two. Thus simple ticks can transfer into ‘This
student has English as a second language (her
first language is Portuguese). She has a sibling

Figure 1

2. Make literacy a focus
When differentiating, it can be easy to forget
the useful information carried by reading ages.
I have known staff that have dutifully recorded
a low reading age on a pupil profile, and then
blithely given said student the same worksheet
as the rest of the class. This is clearly setting
up the child concerned for problems before you
even start the lesson.
Fortunately, in Microsoft Word, the spelling
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and grammar check also contains an option to
show readability statistics.
To turn on the readability statistics, click on
‘Spelling & Grammar’. The ‘Show readability
statistics’ can be found under ‘Options’. Tick
the box. Once you have created a worksheet,
run the spelling and grammar check, and at
the end of the check, the readability statistics
will pop up in a dialogue box (see figure 1).
This helpfully gives the number of passive
sentences (in general, active sentences are
easier for students to read) and also gives a
grade score. As this is designed for American
schools, simply add five to the score to get a
reading age.
The check shown in figure 1 reveals that
the text of this article, you will note, is suitable
for adults – so I would have to rewrite it
substantially to make it accessible for a school
audience. Fleisch reading ease is calculated
from one to 100, and the higher the score,
the more readable the text is. A text for an
average GCSE student should be between
60 and 80. Again the score of this article is
too low to be useful to a school reader. It is
worthwhile getting used to the kind of texts
accessible for different readers. In particular,
if you have students with low reading ages
in your classroom, you will need to get used
to knowing what a text designed for such
a reading age looks like, and create your
worksheets accordingly, with clear font,
pictures and diagrams, and wider spacing.

An even simpler way of checking readability
is to use an online tool such as www.readable.com, where you can cut and paste a
web address to find if a website is accessible
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in Year 11, and came to the school last year with
little English. She is young for the year, with an
August birthday’. Writing out the facts like this
is important, as it makes the particulars real
to you. By constructing a sentence, you will
be forced to think about which aspects of the
information link together and which aspects
might have an effect upon each other. It’s the
first step towards differentiation.
Once you get to know the students better,
you will be able to add more personal notes
to these rough outlines. Think carefully. If
there are standard problems, there should
be standard solutions. If a child is dyslexic
for instance, there should be some indication
of your awareness of this issue, and some
accommodation for it in every lesson you plan
involving this child, even if it’s just the use of
a particular colour of paper for handouts, or a
particular font that makes text easier to access
for that child.
A good rule of thumb is to consider: if you
were suddenly unable to teach the class, would
another teacher, from your notes, be able to
effectively differentiate? The answer should
always be yes.
Once you have created a class profile,
make sure that your seating plan reflects this
information. My school currently provides a
simple Excel database which allows teachers
to ‘drop down’ the information on SIMs into
a colour-coded seating plan. By each pupil’s
name, we record their current levels, predicted
levels, special educational needs and other
notes the teacher may wish to include. It is
a good reminder to use when constructing
seating plans, and it also makes visible to any
observer the rationale for the seating plan. This
sort of colour-coding is also useful for making
it clear to you why some students will work
well together.
Whatever your reasons for seating students
next to each other, it should have something
to do with differentiation, and it is important to
make this reasoning as clear to yourself as well
as to any visitor to your classroom.
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or paste text directly into a box to have it
evaluated with a useful ‘red, amber, green’
system of bars to show readability. Once you
do this a few times, it becomes clear what you
need to change, and you will find that the shifts
become more and more second nature. It is a
really useful whole-school CPD tool to take a
variety of worksheets and run them through
this kind of system to demonstrate how easy
or difficult they are for students to access.
Don’t just use this to accommodate weaker
students – try and raise the sophistication of
worksheets to stretch the more able, or offer
them texts which are just slightly out of their
reading comfort zone to add extra challenge
to a lesson.

complex and difficult for students to access,
using word cards, word walls, spelling texts
and other strategies can soon make them
familiar.
This kind of differentiation can be embedded
in whole-school strategy, as at my current
school, where the ‘word of the day’ is a
word taken from the academic word list,
and students get credits for using the word
appropriately during the day in speech or
writing. This allows teachers to employ these
words in tutorial activities as well as lessons,
and reduces the amount of planning teachers
need to do for differentiation, as they can use
the assigned words, knowing that they will
form part of a systematic plan.

Keywords and command words
Another aspect of literacy that you will need
to focus of when differentiating is the use of
keywords and command words for students.
It is not helpful to always use simpler versions
of assessment objectives or questions to
help students who struggle with reading –
sometimes you simply need to equip then
with the appropriate language for the subject
or topic. Always make sure that students
are familiar with the kind of key words and
command words that they will find in an exam.
Although at first these words may seem

If teachers need to focus on particular keywords
for lessons, this should be done gradually – even
one or two at a time – always making sure that
new language is introduced at appropriate times
and that they explain it as they do so. Students
have a remarkable capacity to memorise words
that they see frequently, so using them as a
key part of display will also help students to
absorb the language into their own register.
Using ‘literacy mats’ is a straightforward way
of doing this, and is another way of targeting
differentiation, with different mats used to
support different groups of students.

Make use of images
Images or objects are a good way into creating
more creative styles of learning, as they
encourage critical thinking. Opening a class
with a series of pictures and asking students
to discover the odd one out (with several
possibilities), or to discover links between
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Giving students a choice of tasks and a choice
of levels is important. At the simplest, using the
language of choice, as in ‘must/should/could’,
is a useful starting point, which at least helps
to demonstrate that there are different ways
of approaching a piece of learning.
For really effective differentiation though,
creating choice is not enough in itself – you
need to make sure that the choices concerned
are sufficiently different from each other, and
represent real challenges. Make sure that tasks
for differentiation do not simply ask students
to do more of a thing, but invite them to try
something that is inherently more advanced
in thinking terms. Using Bloom’s Taxonomy
can be helpful here, to remind yourself how,
for instance, students might move from
understanding key facts to then applying that
knowledge.
Considering different learning styles can
be really helpful when devising differentiated
tasks. This is not just to try and accommodate
students’ preferred learning styles, but to
prevent them (and you) from falling into a rut
where one type of learning is prioritised over
another. If you are not careful, you can find that
you rely heavily upon worksheets, for instance,
when some of your students would benefit
from a more practical approach.

them, is a good way of getting students
focused on the topic of the lesson before the
lesson formally starts.
Images also have no reading ages. One of the
problems with students who have low literacy
is that they can be frustrated by tasks that are
too simple for their cognitive age. Allowing
them to take the lead in a picture-based
discussion will give them the confidence they
need to work on literacy in another part of the
lesson. Try asking students to relate a series
of images to a concept – to choose the most
apt illustrations for an article, for instance – and
in this way, get them discussing conceptual
issues as well as details of fact.
Give me five!
One useful differentiation tactic for reading
texts is ‘give me five’. In this exercise, you get
students working in groups of five and each
group member accesses the text in a different
way. For instance, one might summarise it into
50 words, one might highlight five key points,
one might write five sub-headings for it, one
might choose five illustrations for it, and one
might pick out the five most important key
words. This kind of task allows students to try
out different ways of accessing text, and when
they discuss this with each other afterwards,
they can then discover whether different
ways of working would suit them as well.
Interestingly in this task, the assignment which
looks most simple – picking out five key words
– is actually the most complex, as it requires
very careful reading of the whole piece.
Try using the ‘give me five’ principle with
group tasks, so that group members are
working in different ways but for the same
purpose. This avoids the problem of students
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3. Set a range of tasks and let the
pupils choose
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simply copying each other, but also encourages
them to help each other in more productive
ways. ‘Jigsawing’ students works in a similar
way, when they initially work on the same
aspect of a task and then split into different
groups so that they have to teach what they
have discovered to other groups.
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4. Check regularly for
understanding
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When you differentiate tasks, you should run
them through in your head to consider how
they will be responded to by different types
of student. How will a lazy but able student
respond? How will a student who is easily
distracted respond? This is where the class
profile is essential. Students need to be
regularly checked during the lesson to make
sure that they are working at tasks that are
sufficiently challenging for their abilities, and
they need to reflect on their own choice of
tasks so that they are aware when they are not
challenging themselves sufficiently.
One strategy for achieving this is to build in
regular checks to the lesson, so that students
can let you know quickly if they are struggling.
‘Red, amber and green’ is a familiar strategy
which you can extend to help with this situation
in different ways. Getting students to rate
a series of skills using traffic light colours
quickly shows you where they feel confident.
You can also reinforce levels of challenge by
making them match so that students have red,
amber and green targets. Having a red, amber
and green page in a planner similarly allows
a student to turn to the relevant page and
place it face-upwards on their desk so that the
teacher can quickly survey the room and see
where students see themselves as confident
or struggling with a given task. Thumbs up and
thumbs down can also work as a quick check
(though the accuracy of this can sometimes
be adversely affected by peer pressure – even
unconsciously).
Another tool I use is ‘agree/disagree’ cards. I
will put on the board a statement such as ‘I am
happy with the work I am doing and understand
what I need to do’, then ask students to adjust
the cards on their tables to respond to the
statement accordingly. This allows students
to ask for help without making themselves
conspicuous to their peers, and means that you
can quickly scan the classroom to see where
students need extra support. One good aspect
of this system is that you can change the
statement, so that students might, for instance,
have to agree or disagree with the idea: ‘I am

finding this work a challenge’.
Using a learning continuum is another quick
way to monitor student experience in the
classroom, and ensures students understand
the stages they need to go through in order to
reach the learning objective. This is a technique
mentioned in Jackie Beere’s ‘perfect Ofsted
lesson’2 and further developed by David Didau3.
This strategy is invaluable for planning, as it
forces you to think of the stages that your
class needs to pass through in order to achieve
the learning objective, and it really helps with
differentiation.
For instance, if my objective is that students
should be able to use the correct terms when
scanning unseen poetry, I will need to first of
all make sure that they are able to distinguish
between strong and weak stresses in words
and phrases, before teaching them the
technical terms to describe these stresses,
so that they can apply them to the scanning
of poetry (see figure 2). Establishing what
students already understand before you start
the lesson will help you work out where on the
differentiation continuum you will need to start.
Figure 2 – based on the work by David Didau4

5. Ask effective questions – and
teach pupils how to ask them too!
Questioning is key to successful differentiation.
If you question effectively, you can challenge
and support students simply by varying
the type of questioning. Asking more able
students to justify their ideas, or compare
them to others, or to extend or exemplify
someone else’s response is a very direct way
of addressing their individual learning needs.
It’s important to remember and revisit the
basics of questioning – using ‘wait time’, having
a mixture of ‘hands-up’ and ‘hands-down’

Figure 3
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Also successful has been a related activity
where students have to create a sequence
of questions on the same principles. Given a
snippet of text or an image or a proposition,
they have to try and imitate Bloom’s structure
– with or without prompts, depending on how
well they know it – so as to create a circle of
questions (see figure 4). In order to think of the
questions, of course, they have to consider the
possible answers. Thinking of how to make up
more challenging questions encourages them
to investigate a concept or a text more closely
– and these can then be exchanged with other
students and answered.
Figure 4

6. Use other teachers
Other teachers can be your strongest allies
when it comes to differentiating effectively
for a class. At the start of the school year, if
you have not taught the class before, try and
speak to their previous teacher. It is likely that
the teacher will immediately zone in on the
students who have differentiation issues, as
they will be the ones who are likely to also
have had behavioural issues. This does not
have to be a long interview. Simply ask them
about the class, and record what they say with
a mini voice-recorder – or on your phone if you
don’t have the time to take notes. This record
gives you a starting point, but if you keep it,
will become even more useful as you get to
know the group yourself.
If you have taught the class already, and
feel that you know them but haven’t got a
complete handle on them in terms of effective
differentiation, try and observe them with
another teacher in a different subject – or
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questioning, ‘bouncing’ questions around
the class so that the questioning avoids the
‘question/answer/approval’ exchange.
It is easy to forget, however, that creating
questions and asking them is just as important
for students as being asked questions. Make
sure that your students are taught the language
of questioning so that they start to understand
the processes of their own learning. I explain
to all my classes the difference between
higher and lower-order questions by using
the analogy of Dr Watson (lower-order, closed
questions) and Sherlock Holmes (higher-order,
open questions) so that they are aware of how
they can themselves develop questioning in a
discussion. No-one wants to be Dr Watson!
Using a selection of question cards can be
helpful in encouraging students to use this
language more consciously, as they offer
a supporting framework for developing
questioning.
Once students are aware of different
questioning levels, I often use a strategy based
on Bloom’s Taxonomy, where students answer
a series of questions that circle round a central
image or piece of text (see figure 3). The
questions gradually get harder, but students
can choose where they start. This freedom
of choice seems to encourage students to
become more adventurous and challenge
themselves – something about the circular
structure also invites them in more powerfully
than a list of questions that get harder as they
progress.
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simply compare notes in the staffroom. Talking
through how a class appears in another subject
for a different teacher can be immensely
illuminating, and will give you a different
perspective on their skills and abilities. I once
taught a challenging Year 8 class, and found
out that they were as difficult with other
experienced teachers as they were for me.
This was a relief at first, but it also impelled us
to get together to find out why this was the
case. Initially, this started as a staffroom chat
but quickly became a more organised project.
To start with, we pooled information and
found out more about the students through
added elements of lessons (such as surveys
on their eating habits done in a science lesson),
designed to find out more about their lives
outside school. We monitored the lessons that
they were most difficult in, and those which
seemed to be easier. We discovered that some
students did not have breakfast, or a midday
meal, and picked up on early signs of an eating
disorder. We dealt with some bullying issues
in the process, which was an unexpected
bonus. However, mainly, we watched each
other teaching the group. This did not always
mean a formal observation, but was sometimes
simply popping in for ten minutes to see how a
lesson started or ended, or coming in to watch
a specific task or piece of group work.
We found huge potential for sharing practice
across subjects, and trialled a number of
strategies, ranging from shared seating plans
to different types of worksheets and more
kinaesthetic tasks. Interestingly, once the

group realised that we were working together
on strategies for working with them, they
settled down, and started to be more invested
in their learning.
The shared seating plan was particularly
effective. Even in differently designed
classrooms, students knew with whom they
would be working, and the groups became
more stable without some of the social
divisions that had previously characterised
this class. In this case, as in so many cases,
knowing the class better, so as to differentiate
effectively, was the starting point for change.
Dr Marcella McCarthy is Principal at
St Gregory the Great Catholic School,
Oxford.
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Stars, sounds
and simple
circuits

of approaches to pupils’ scientific investigations – but how creative can
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The new science curriculum for Key Stages 1 and 2 encourages a variety
you be in a subject where the boundaries are so fixed? Ed Walsh inspires
with a range of ideas to spark pupils’ imagination in physics and encourage
creative, learner-led enquiry.

C

reativity is a key component of
education. Of course we want pupils
to express their creativity – more than
that, we want to provide opportunities
that will develop it. Why wouldn’t we? However,
it’s easier to see how that might happen in some
areas of the curriculum than others. Pupils can create
artwork in art, models in design and technology, and writing in
English. What about science though? Can children be creative there?
Surely science is pretty much fixed, at least to the extent that ideas
in the primary curriculum stretch. After all, isn’t the key challenge of the
curriculum to get pupils to understand what’s already been determined?

Creativity within constraints
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It is true that in science, especially primary science, the outcomes of
activities are often set and closed. Pupils are expected to ‘get the right
answer’ and, if they do so, the experiment is deemed to have succeeded.
Children may develop from this the idea that science is a set body of
knowledge, and that exploration will simply take them to the same
conclusions that other people have already found.
The key, however, is to remember that working creatively isn’t –
and shouldn’t be – counterposed to working under constraints. It is
sometimes tempting to imagine that the fewer constraints applied to
a context, the more creative it is possible to be, when, in fact, some
of the most creative responses that society has produced have been
in response to some very challenging constraints. The original
brief for the Citroen 2CV car, for example, included being able
to safely transport a basket of eggs across a ploughed field. In
computing, amazing games are produced using programming
languages that won’t work unless strict rules are observed.
Likewise, in science, there are constraints – some of which
are absolute whereas others arise from what’s safe,
practical and affordable in a primary school. Creativity
can be a response to these.
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The proposition explored in this article
is that there is a range of opportunities for
pupils to think and work creatively in science.
They don’t require ‘taking a holiday’ from the
programme of study – indeed they assist
with delivering it effectively, especially with
the new curriculum’s increased emphasis on
child-led investigation and its encouragement
of a variety of approaches to enquiry. The
opportunities for creativity in this article are
from three topics from the physics area, which
is sometimes the part that teachers feel less
confident with.

Stars and space
A careful reading of the programme of study
for science in KS1 and 2 reveals that this topic
is less about collating information on planets
and more about using models to produce
explanations, such as how ideas about the
Solar System have changed over the years
and the factors that cause day and night and
determine its length.
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Naming constellations
Having recently moved out into the countryside
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and to an area with very little light pollution, the
night sky truly is a wonder to behold. People
of ancient civilisations named constellations
because they recognised the regular pattern
of stars and, within that, certain arrangements.
The constellations are a way of navigating the
night sky, and naming them is a clever way
of learning your way around. Our modern
constellation system comes from the ancient
Greeks, who named them after characters from
their stories and fables – characters that were
familiar to their culture.
What might we use in the 21st century to
name the same patterns? A tumble drier? An ice
cream scoop? A top hat? Pupils can be supplied
with drawings showing the arrangement of
stars in a variety of constellations and asked
to use their imagination to suggest modern
names. Show a few examples of traditional
constellations, such as Orion, and let pupils
see that they shouldn’t be too constrained by
the precise shape.
This is not simply an exercise in ‘what does
this look a bit like?’. A key learning point, and
one that takes people quite a time to appreciate,
is that when we look out at the universe, we

What would happen if the Earth rotated
more slowly?
Pupils learn that the Earth rotates upon its axis
once every 24 hours. They may also find out
that other planets rotate more rapidly (Jupiter,
for example, which rotates once every ten
hours) and others more slowly (like Venus,
which rotates once every 243 Earth days).
Ask though, what would happen if the Earth
rotated, say, once every 48 hours? How would
we adapt to a 48 hour day? How would the
apparent motion of the sun alter? What might
happen to temperatures if the land heats up
during day time and cools down at night-time?
Would we move more slowly to conserve
energy, sleep in the middle of the day or have
more meals to sustain us? What about animals
such as owls that hunt at dusk – would a longer
dusk make things easier or fewer dusks in a
year make them harder?
This picks up on ideas, not only about what
causes day and night but links into other
contexts such as conditions for plant growth
and adaptation. Discussion might reveal
evidence for misconceptions, such as the
notion that it’s the rotation of the Earth that
causes gravity and thus we’d be lighter on a
planet that rotated slower. You might also like
to explore the idea that life has adapted to fit
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the prevalent conditions, and if these change,
so would life. Pupils are likely to come up
with other implications and might want to
explore questions such as ‘Would the tides
change?’, ‘Would the wind blow harder?’ and
‘Would the seasons change?’. Such an activity
requires pupils to think widely and creatively,
using scientific ideas and their imagination to
envisage a world different to our own.
How to build a moon station
Once again, talk of manned space missions is
circulating. Thinking about a moon (or Mars)
station is a prompt to consider not only what
it would look like but also to link into pupils’
understanding of the conditions necessary
for healthy living. Keeping people alive needs
water, food and oxygen, but people also need
to stay fit and healthy. Weighing less means
that movement is easier, so muscles may
deteriorate.
There are opportunities for research here
– exercise machines were first developed for
use on naval vessels where space was at a
premium but people needed to be fit. One of
the possible learning activities is to ask some
pupils to write a tourists’ guide for a holiday on
the Moon, looking at the advice that might be
useful (length of day and speed of change from
day to night, for example), drawing attention
to the most striking points (much less weight
and no bad weather, for example) and offering
guidance about what to prepare against (glare
from the Sun and lack of atmosphere, for
example) – a different sort of Lonely Planet
guide.

Sounds
This topic is really about cause and effect – how
sounds are made, how they travel, and what
makes them louder, higher or fainter. Patterns
in behaviour should lead to predictions and
justifications of explanations.
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do so from a particular perspective – that of
the Earth. Constellations look as if they consist
of stars that are close together, but this isn’t
necessarily true. Standing outside a field, a
gatepost close to you may seem to be lined
up with a telegraph pole on the far edge, yet
the pole is much further away. It also draws
out a key skill in science – that of looking for
patterns and exceptions. Stars appear in the
same pattern night after night, but the planets
‘wander around’, and it was this that first
alerted observers to their different nature (in
fact, the word ‘planet’ means ‘wanderer’).
Exploring the constellations also provides a
way into the stories attached to their traditional
names. A useful resource in exploring the night
sky and the myths behind the constellations is
the freely downloadable ‘Stellarium’ program
(stellarium.org), which can be installed on a
PC. This open source planetarium for your
computer displays the sky visible from any
place on any date, shows features such as
planets and satellites, and superimposes
mythical creatures onto the constellations.
This will help your pupils see the night sky in a
different way – as a reference to past cultures
and the inspiration for their own stories.
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Make me a musical instrument that will...
Lots of things can make noises, and a junk band
can be great fun (if not very restful). A better
challenge is to explore what kind of object will
make a higher/louder sound or ‘echo better’,
and relate this to properties. A rubber band
can make a note, but what if it’s tighter, or we
use a thicker band? What happens if a larger
tin can is replaced with a smaller one? Bottles
part filled with water make a note if struck or if
blown across, but what happens if the water
level is changed?
Rather than saying, ‘I don’t know – I’ll test
it and see’, it’s good (and a way of being
more challenging) to ask pupils to predict
what they think and why. This progresses
the role of the experiment from finding out to
testing predictions. Because it’s easy to see
‘what happens if’, it offers scope for pupils
to experiment and gauge the effect. The
creativity comes from thinking up different
ways of altering objects that make a sound;
the scientific skills come from predicting the
impact and the relationship between property
and resulting sound.
Make a sound map of the school
If a sound is made, how will it sound if made in
the classroom, the school hall, the office, the
store room? If pupils listen to the sound and
then to recordings made in different places,
can they match them – and explain how?

Tablet devices often have sound recording
apps available (such as Voice Memos on iOS),
so sounds can be recorded and played back.
It’s important here to link cause and effect –
why is one room more ‘echoey’ than another?
What reflects sound better? What patterns
are there between, say, the size of the room
and the echo? Or between the wall and the
echoes? Do the echoes sound different if the
curtains are drawn? The creativity comes from
imagining what kind of a room might produce
such effects and linking the nature of the sound
to the features that would produce it.

Simple circuits
Sometimes the biggest question with topics
on circuits is ‘can we make it work?’, which
might sometimes be challenging but isn’t very
creative.
Steve Spangler’s energy stick
Steve Spangler may not be a well-known
name on this side of the Atlantic but, in the
USA, he regularly appears on TV with science
demonstrations. Several of his devices have
made it into production, including the ‘energy
stick’. For not a lot of money, you can buy this
device; it’s about the size of a kitchen roll inner
tube, and lights up and makes a noise if it is the
link in a circle of people holding hands. As soon
as the circle is broken, it stops. This is a great
way of introducing and reinforcing the idea that
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Image: Steve Spangler Science

Shoebox houses
A cardboard shoebox base can be turned on its
side and decorated as a model house. Pupils

can demonstrate real ingenuity in deciding how
to fit houses out, decorate and even furnish
them. However, these can also be used to
demonstrate the use of low voltage devices,
such as bulbs for lighting, buzzers for doors
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you need a complete circuit for current to flow.
It then prompts many other questions, such as
‘How many people can we get in the circuit?’
(the answer is larger than the total roll in many
primary schools), and ‘What else can be used
as a link in the circuit to still make it work?’.
This is a real opportunity for pupil generated
questions – exploring use of the ‘what if…?’
stem while addressing a central concept. The
creativity comes from exploring a wide range
of questions and ideas about what a circuit
might consist of. Pupils are likely to come up
with a whole load of ideas to investigate, and
this bit of kit will mean that many of them can
be easily and safely followed up.
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and even small motors for ceiling fans. These
houses can then be mounted on the wall to
make an attractive display. There is also the
opportunity to explore ideas about wiring by
getting the houses all connected up. Wiring
the houses in parallel and using a low voltage
power supply of the correct output (matching
the voltages of the devices) not only results
in a unique display, but also reinforces ideas
about building circuits.
Connecting the houses to work
simultaneously requires a fair amount of
ingenuity. Pupils will need to think about
matching voltages – for example, a 6V supply
will run four 1.5V bulbs connected in series in
one house, two 3V buzzers in series in another
or a 6V fan in another. There will need to be
a bit of investment in wires and switches, but
much of this can be salvaged afterwards for
other lessons and classes.
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Air boats
Small DC motors come in different shapes and
sizes. The very light, fast-spinning motors are
good for powering a propeller and putting on
a boat. The propeller should be relatively large
and well above the waterline, driving the boat
by moving the air rather than being in the water
(thus sidestepping the problem of waterlogged
mechanics). The boat needs to be really light,
and the motor can be supported by a structure
made from pipe cleaners or plastic straws.
Keep the weight low to avoid it being top-heavy
– or even add some ballast to the bottom of
the boat to make it more stable.
A really useful bit of kit to go with this is

a length of flat-bottomed plastic guttering
(about a metre long is fine) along with the end
pieces to make it water tight. You now have
a test route for your air boats – the smooth
sides guiding vessels that lack direction.
(Incidentally, the same guttering, minus the
end pieces and water, makes a good runway
for toy cars and can also be used at a gentle
slope to model sand and gravel being carried
along a stream).
Using the same size motors and batteries
in each boat will give a good basis for a
great contest. Test each one by measuring
the distance travelled and dividing it by the
time taken to get the average speed, thus
reinforcing measuring and calculating skills as
well as tabulating and rank ordering.
Sourcing the right components is important
here so be prepared to do a bit of shopping
around and testing out. The trick is to have
some things sorted (such as the boat hull
and the propeller) but leave other factors
open to pupils (such as the motor support).
Allow for some testing and prepare pupils
by asking some leading questions – for
example, ‘What would happen if the motor
is too low down/too high up/too far back?’.
The creativity arises from developing an
effective design, testing it and modifying it
to work well.

Developing as scientists
There are lots of opportunities here for
developing the skills in the Working
Scientifically strand of the curriculum, such as
making predictions and testing ideas, as well

ability to think creatively and widely within
those boundaries that sets our pupils on the
path to becoming scientists.
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as reinforcing a range of scientific concepts,
such as understanding forces or current flow
in a circuit. Although the details vary from one
to another, the activities listed above involve
pupils in asking questions, applying concepts,
devising solutions and sharing approaches.
In each case, pupils need to understand the
relevant scientific ideas, such as how sounds
are made or what causes day and night, and
then develop and use their ideas creatively to
find answers to questions. In so doing they
come to realise that there is often more than
one solution and that sometimes, it’s useful to
use ideas from different topics.
A child’s ability to work scientifically should
progress from KS1 to upper KS2. For example,
the planning of experiments by pupils should
lead to them ‘planning different types of
enquiry’, and the reporting of findings should
eventually develop to determining ‘causal
relationships’. This is difficult if investigations
are closed, illustrative and ‘recipe driven’.
Pupils need to be given the opportunity to
explore more open questions and the scope to
develop their own ideas. The primary science
curriculum has its constraints, but it is the

Ed Walsh is a Science Adviser for
Cornwall Learning, and Regional
Development Leader for the Science
Learning Centre, South West consortium.
He taught science for 20 years in
Manchester, South Wales and Cornwall,
and was Head of Science for 12 years.
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What will
cities look like
in 2050?
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Project-Based Learning
Completing final project outcomes to a professional standard is the best
way to ensure pupils are developing their learning habits. How can we,
as facilitators, support this? In the final article of her series, Alexis Shea
presents a teacher’s guide to the critical cycle of drafting, feedback and
improvement in PBL.

How to give
Volume 6.2 n Creative Teaching & Learning

effective feedback
in PBL
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T

his series has established that each project-based learning (PBL) unit is part of a
continuum of ‘real life’ experiences, with the overriding aim of developing pupils’ learning
habits. It is easy to see individual project outcomes as separate from and perhaps even
less important than learning habits, but in fact, they are closely interlinked. If a pupil has
created project outcomes to a professional standard, it should follow that they have had to use
learning habits at a high level. Therefore, the importance of quality project outcomes should
not be underestimated.
The process by which effective feedback is given on project outcomes can have a significant
impact on the quality of that outcome and, in turn, on the level to which pupils grow their learning
habits. But how can facilitators develop effective feedback in PBL?

Project-Based Learning
Laying the foundations
Developing effective feedback begins in the
planning stages of your project. As discussed in
the second article in this series1, the structure
of PBL, which involves pupils working towards
one final outcome with mock exhibitions along
the way, creates an excellent opportunity to
use drafting and feedback processes to great
effect. Drafting and feedback sessions should
thus be woven into the fabric of each project
through the planning process. Just as would be
expected in most jobs and real-life situations,
PBL should give pupils the chance to have a
few practice runs before presenting the real
thing. The aim for pupils is to use these drafting
and feedback sessions to produce outcomes

of a professional standard – or as close to this
as possible! This process will require them to
simultaneously use learning habits at a high
level.
Ron Berger has had a strong influence on
the way in which I carry out both drafting
and feedback sessions, and indirectly on the
structure of projects. His book, An Ethic of
Excellence2, is an easily digestible read with
many useful ideas. He uses the word ‘critique’
rather than feedback, and these terms can be
easily interchangeable.
At the very beginning of a project (after
the initial open-ended enquiries), as pupils
are about to embark on creating their final
outcomes, it is important for them to gain a
sense of what a quality final outcome will look
like. Take some time with pupils to look in detail
at similar ‘real world’ outcomes and encourage
learners to analyse them with a critical eye. This
will help to give pupils a sense of what they
should be aiming towards.
At this stage, pupils should ideally be given
criteria for success, which, where possible,
explicitly states each of the ingredients required
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It will quickly become apparent that effective
feedback in PBL is essentially the same
as engaging learners in good formative
assessment processes. It is important to note,
however, that throughout this article (and
series), feedback refers to project outcomes,
whereas reflection is discussed in reference
to learning habits.
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for a professional, quality outcome. If it is
feasible, you could try to create these success
criteria with learners and ask experts who have
skills relevant to the project outcomes to also
help with the process. This is an essential
aspect of the drafting and feedback process,
because learners will use the success criteria
as the benchmark from which to compare each
of their drafts.
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Helping learners understand why
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Before asking learners to present their drafts, it
is important to help them to consider why they
are going to receive feedback on their products.
It is useful to spend time introducing or
reminding learners of one or two underlying
assumptions about how people learn. Firstly,
pupils need to believe that they are capable of
improving, which links closely to Carol Dweck’s
research on mindsets.3 If pupils don’t believe
they can make their project outcomes better,
then the drafting process could be a waste of
time and simply a surface practice which they
don’t buy into.
Pupils also need to realise that effort will
be the essential ingredient in improving their
products and, by this, we mean focused effort
or ‘deliberate practice’4 – that is, concentrating
on the specific parts that need to be improved.
If pupils understand what deliberate practice
is and how it works, they should see value in
receiving specific feedback on their project
outcomes. Hopefully, they will use it to
concentrate on improving the aspects of the
project outcome that have been identified as
needing it the most, rather than ‘looking busy’
by refining the parts which are already a decent
standard.
Finally, teachers should aim to instil the idea
that the experts also make mistakes. Pupils
need to understand that making mistakes
is part of any learning process. It is always
possible to improve things; however, this
requires the courage to risk failing a few times
and the perseverance to keep going. With this
in mind, pupils should want to receive the kind
of feedback that challenges them to continually
aspire to create even more superior products.
I feel these messages should be reinforced
regularly when carrying out drafting and
feedback processes, because pupils are more
likely to take it seriously when they can identify
the value it holds. When they do understand
the value, they’ll put more thought into the
feedback they give their peers, and hopefully
make full use of the feedback they receive
themselves to improve their outcomes.

Choosing the most effective form
of feedback
As with any new learning strategy, helping
pupils to learn how to give good feedback is
something that will take time. It is, in itself,
a skill that pupils will gradually improve.
Accordingly, it is worthwhile investing time and
effort into the process. Furthermore, effective
feedback is shown to have a big impact on
learners’ progress according to the metastudies by both the Education Endowment
Fund5 and John Hattie6.
As with many aspects of PBL and teaching,
there are several ways in which this can be
carried out. These are:
■■feedback from the pupil themselves
■■peer assessment from other pupils who are

also carrying out the project
■■peer assessment from pupils who have
experience of similar projects (e.g. GCSE
PE pupils peer assessing a healthy living
information poster by Year 7s)
■■feedback from adults and experts.
Whoever is chosen, it is important that they
have a good understanding of what will make
a good final outcome.

Self-feedback
My preference would be to ask the pupils
themselves to give the first round of
feedback on their own first drafts. This
not only helps them to learn how to
write effective feedback, it also gives the
teacher an indication of whether the pupils
understand what will make a high quality
project outcome. The amount of structure
given to pupils at this stage is dependent on
the learners’ experience of giving feedback.
Pupils well-practised at this task may simply
be asked to give details on the content and
presentation of their product, with reference
to the success criteria. Less experienced
pupils could require a template, such as
the one for an informative poster or leaflet
featured on the opposite page. This would
obviously be tailored to suit the specific
project.
The benefit of a success criteria form like the
example here is that pupils are encouraged to
write about specific things, rather than make
general, bland comments. Once complete, the
teacher should collect the feedback forms and
check that each pupil is aware of the positive
and negative aspects of their project outcome
at this stage.

Success criteria
Information

Critique (Please be kind, specific, helpful and honest.)

Project-Based Learning

Example success criteria template for an informative poster or leaflet (taken from the Ethical Living PBL unit featured in Creative Teaching
and Learning, volume 5.4).

Is the written information easy to understand?
Does it all make sense?
Is the organisation of the information easy to
follow? Is it broken into chunks? Do sections
move obviously from less to more complicated
ideas?
Is everything included? Are all sections fully
complete, clearly explaining each point?
Is it written in a succinct way, giving detailed
information that is relevant to the point without
waffling?
Is the information clearly based on evidence?
Have any sources been referenced?
Has the audience been considered? Is the tone
of the written information appropriate?
Is there a range of vocabulary? Have subject
specific words been included and used
accurately?
Is all the spelling, punctuation and grammar
accurate?
Presentation
Is it clear that the layout has been planned in
advance so the whole page looks professional?
Is there a common design theme running
throughout which has been thoughtfully chosen
to complement the information?

Is it eye-catching? How have they used
presentation techniques effectively, e.g. colour
themes, fonts, layouts, etc.?
Is the presentation or information creative?
What’s different that might catch the readers’
attention?
Any other kind, specific, helpful and honest
points?
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Has attention to detail been paid? Does every
aspect look complete and neat?
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Peer feedback
Dylan Wiliam, a leading figure on formative
assessment approaches, has highlighted the
positive impact that peer feedback can have
on both the pupil receiving feedback and the
one giving the feedback. He has found that, for
the pupils giving feedback, ‘in thinking through
what it is that this piece of work represents
and what needs to happen to improve it, the
students are forced to internalise a success
criteria and they’re able to do it in the context of
someone else’s work, which is less emotionally
charged than [their] own.’7
Moreover, he suggests pupils are more
likely to be tougher than the teachers because
there are less emotional/power relationships
involved. It is important, then, that the learners
take peer feedback seriously and not regard
it as a ‘cop out’ by the teacher. This can be
avoided by stressing to pupils that giving
feedback also helps them to understand how
to achieve their own final outcomes, and also
if the teacher makes the effort to comment on
the quality of the peer feedback.
As with self-feedback, there are no strict
rules about the structure of the peer-feedback
session; it really depends on the purpose.

You may want two classes doing the same
project to have the chance to observe the
other outcomes that have been created, in
which case it may be useful to have a simple
exhibition of the project outcomes in their
current state. Lay them out on tables, and have
the pupils walk around, adding sticky notes
with comments about things they like and
suggestions for improvements. Alternatively, if
the purpose is for pupils to receive very detailed
feedback, then pairing pupils up carefully and
asking them to each use a template like the
one in this article may be more appropriate.
Whatever format is chosen for a peer-feedback
session, pupils should be encouraged to think
very carefully about what they write and how
they word it. The example success criteria form
highlights the need for pupils to ‘be kind, specific,
helpful and honest’. The ‘kind, specific and
helpful’ are words Ron Berger uses. The ‘honest’
is one I’ve added as I feel this is something that
some learners were avoiding because they
did not want to upset their friends. This needs
to be addressed with pupils regularly, so they
understand that dishonest feedback won’t help
pupils to improve in the longer term and will
falsely boost their self-esteem.

This means...

Bad example

Good example

Be kind

Word things carefully so
they are not offensive. Make
comments about the product,
not the person.

‘I don’t think she’s
done well because the
colouring looks rubbish.’

‘The colouring would look
more professional if it
was in the lines.’

Be specific

Don’t write bland comments
that are too vague. Give details
and examples about the actual
project outcome.

‘I like the poster because
it’s good.’

‘The poster is eyecatching because it uses
original images.’

Be helpful

Give comments which offer
useful ideas or suggestions
about the project outcome.

‘This isn’t very good –
she should start again.’

‘You could go to library
to find a book about X,
which will help with the
information.’

Be honest

Say what you really think
about the outcome in a kind
way; in the long run, it will
help someone to improve.

‘I love your poster. I wish
mine was as good as
yours.’ (From best friend)

‘This isn’t very eyecatching yet. There are a
few things you could do
such as think about the
colour scheme, find a
font which matches the
purpose more closely, or
select images which are
of a higher resolution.’

Feedback from experts, parents
or other adults
Similar to self and peer feedback, sessions
involving adults could take on a range of
formats – this will depend on the number
of people available, who they are and how
long they can spend with learners. If you are
fortunate enough to have willing experts who
can volunteer a lot of time, you may be able to
invite them into your lessons throughout the
project to work with different pupils in depth.
This can be very beneficial to help challenge
those pupils who are really getting stuck into
the project to aim for high quality. Alternatively,
other staff within your organisation may be
time limited but could perhaps offer quick
feedback at certain times, such as at the start
of the staff meeting. Be creative about getting
adults involved in the process, as this will help
learners feel a stronger sense of accountability
and the desire to produce their outcomes to a
high professional standard.

Regardless of whom the adults are or when
they are giving feedback, like the pupils, it is
important that they understand the reasons
why. Try to prepare the adults so they are
aware of the ‘kind, specific, helpful and
honest’ framework. I think the ‘honest’ part
is especially significant for adults who are
external to the school environment, as they
may be fearful of giving an honest comment
about the outcome in case they upset a pupil.
External visitors need to know that pupils are
learning how to become resilient and that the
pupils understand the importance of honest
feedback to help them to improve.

Group projects
Giving effective feedback on group projects
may require more thought. The ‘kind, specific,
helpful and honest’ framework would still
apply, but the structure of the session may
be different. More consideration needs to
be given to who will give feedback and how.
For example, if groups are carrying out selffeedback, will they do this together? If they
do, will it allow honest feedback or does a
mediator need to be present? Alternatively,
do the individuals in a group each write their
own feedback comments independently and
then come together to discuss these, or does
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As pupils give each other feedback, the teacher
should take the opportunity to highlight to
pupils examples of good and poor practice, like
the examples shown in the table above. This
is all part of training pupils to become better
at giving feedback.

Project-Based Learning

The framework below will help pupils think
about how to word their feedback comments.
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this waste a valuable opportunity for group
collaboration?
With peer-assessment, you could pair groups
and ask them to give each other feedback.
There are no perfect formats, but you will need
to consider very carefully how to approach
group feedback so that everyone is actively
involved in the process.
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Giving feedback is only one part of the story;
receiving and using feedback is equally
important. Feedback sessions can only be
useful if pupils make use of the comments
they receive about their projects. Therefore,
it is essential that time is allocated for pupils
to read and digest the feedback comments
they receive and then, even more importantly,
that pupils decide how they will use these
comments.
One option is for pupils to set themselves
a number of targets which incorporate the
feedback comments. These targets could
be used to create or update a plan of action,
detailing what they will do over the coming
lessons in order to improve their outcome by
the final deadline or the next feedback session
(depending on the length of the project).

The teacher’s role is to frequently remind
pupils to refer back to their feedback comments
and related targets and encourage them to use
these as the starting point for refining their
projects. Hopefully, improvements will then
begin to emerge. I will again stress the need for
pupils to understand the purpose of receiving
feedback and recognising that learning is a
long-term process; improvement will take time
and effort, and may not be perfectly linear!

The final exhibition and feedback
session
The final exhibition represents the real
assessment of pupils’ final outcomes. Ideally,
there will be a number of experts present who
can give pupils honest and specialist feedback.
The aim is for pupils to feel a sense of pride
when they present their final drafts. It can
also be a worthwhile experience for pupils to
present all the drafts they have completed,
showing how much they have improved by
the time of their final outcome.
For some pupils, this will be a time of
celebration, whereas other pupils may not be
pleased with their efforts and their consequent
project outcomes. It is wise to try to capture
these feelings soon after the final exhibition

and manage time better to ensure things don’t
get rushed at the end.
These reflections represent the starting
point for targets that will be used to inform
the next project. Once you’re in the thick of a
project, it can be easy to focus solely on the
physical project outcomes. Indeed, this can
be exacerbated by the drafting and critique
process, which sometimes causes both pupils
and teachers to become side-tracked by the
outcomes alone. A skilled PBL facilitator will
keep the learning habits in mind throughout
a project and interweave them seamlessly
with the project outcome. This is one of the
most difficult aspects of PBL. It is a recurring
challenge for all PBL facilitators: achieving the
right balance between discussing feedback
on outcomes from each individual project and
talking with learners about the development of
their learning habits.

Project-Based Learning

takes place. Pupils will again need time to
absorb the final comments they receive about
their project. Rather than writing targets or
an action plan for a next draft, they could use
these final comments to help them produce
a reflection relating to their learning habits.
This requires them to make links between
the feedback comments about their project
outcomes and their learning habits, working
from the particular to the general. An example
could be where a pupil has a number of
comments relating to the scruffy presentation
of their final project, so their reflection would
emphasise the need to pay attention to detail

Alexis Shea works for Westonbirt School
on the Skills for Life programme, an
exciting programme of opportunities and
experiences to develop pupils’ learning
habits. Previously, she was Head of
Project-Based Learning at Mathew Moss
High School in Rochdale.
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They’ll be able to read and write three/
four letter phonetically regular words as
well as be able to read and write some
common digraphs
Plus, be able to compose and write simple
sentences containing high frequency
words and three/four letter phonetically
regular words.
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A video supported training programe for
teaching literacy by TA's and Teachers
10 years of research and development
in Sandwell Local Authority schools has
produced Enhancing Attainment in Basic
Literacy (ENABLE) – a solid, proven platform
that empowers your teaching assistants to
transform children's reading.

ENABLE is cited in Greg Brooks’ 2007
publication ‘What Works for Children
with Literacy Difficulties’ as creating
significant literacy gains for pupils that were
experiencing difficulties with comprehension,
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Used correctly TAs can transform your
school’s performance
For more information on ENABLE please visit:
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e-Learning

Powerful everyday
learning experiences?

There’s an app
for that
We’ve seen conflicting evidence about the educational
impact of tablets in schools - but used with a clear purpose
in mind, the results can be inspirational. Chris Waterworth
shares a very personal account of the powerful impact
his school’s one-to-one iPad initiative is having on pupils’
motivation and achievement in literacy, maths and more.
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T

h e re a re m a ny
examples of
schools using
one-to-one iPads,
ChromeBooks and other
devices, but I wanted our
approach to be tailored
specifically to our school.
Personalising the project
is p ro b ab l y t he m os t
important thing to consider
when implementing new
technology, as what your
school requires will differ
greatly from what other
schools want to achieve.
There is no right or wrong
way to implement them,
and the outcome will
greatly influence how you
proceed with other classes
in your school.
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In our school, we decided my Year 4 class would
be the guinea pigs for this project for a term and a
half. As the school’s computing lead, it was my job
to develop a firm plan for September, when they
would transfer, along with their iPads, to the next
teacher. We knew to truly make the most of our
investment, we’d need to keep a high level of use
throughout the rest of their time here.
It will also be interesting to see how the adults
in their future classrooms adapt their style of
teaching to the one-to-one iPad scheme, and if
the reluctant children who would not choose
to use an iPad adapt to its use as well. This is
something that every school needs to consider
when spending thousands on any piece of
technology – are your staff and children ready? A
plan needs to be drawn up, and all those involved
need to be considered for it to work.
Remember that technology is only ever a tool
for learning. Everything you do with it needs an
educational purpose. I use a derivative of the
Padogogy Wheel, the iPadogogy Wheel,1 based
on work by Australian educator Allan Carrington.
With this in mind, we began our journey to
personalise our iPads for our children, staff, parents
and school.
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This was a crucial point for us and one I feel we
succeeded in straight away. If I’m being honest,
I spent the most time thinking about how to
begin than the entire project – I knew I had to
get this part right. Establishing the difference
between ‘home’ and ‘school’ iPads, and setting our
expectations for how the pupils could use them in
these settings, was crucial.
The next major point to consider is whether your
Wi-Fi is up to the job. In our case, the Wi-Fi would
need to handle 31 iPads being used simultaneously
without taking up all the bandwidth and slowing
the whole school down – which it could. Whatever
technology you plan to introduce, make sure you
check with your IT managers that your current
infrastructure can cope with it.
We spent the first morning getting the children
used to the workflow of the iPads – screenshots,
email accounts, Edmodo, Google Docs, Evernote
and more. My first surprise came when some
children who had only used Samsung Galaxy
Tablets at home became a little stuck using the
iPad’s iOS software. One thing to note when buying
technology: check what hardware the children
have at home, and make allowances for them to
learn new workflow techniques.
Teaching the children to use Evernote was
a beneficial experience, as they had never
experienced that sor t of organisation

before. Straight away, they were using it to
collate photographs, store notes on maths
problems and write their first blog.

Blogging with Edmodo
I have tried blogging with children for many years,
but it never seemed to make sense to them until
they had access to their own device. The freedom
to write whatever they want whenever they want
has enabled the children to write their blogs on the
go, whenever they have a spare minute.
I chose to use Edmodo as a blogging platform
with my current class. It’s designed for pupils, so
safe to use, and gives them an instant audience
to read and comment on what they’ve written –
something we all crave as bloggers! The children
have started to write comments and feedback
for each other and work together to improve
their blogs. I’ve asked them to blog at least once
a week to keep the interest up, and they have
enjoyed writing at length on topics that really
captivate them.
One interesting point to note here is how the
children type using the iPads. Most use their
thumbs or single finger in portrait mode. Very
few actually type like you traditionally would on
a keyboard using the iPad’s landscape view. Would
touch-type lessons on the iPads be useful, or does
the children’s method work for them?

Our first multi-app project
On the first day of our project, I wanted to show
the children how they can combine lots of apps
to produce a final piece of work like the top image
to the right.
The framework is from Visual Poet (unfortunately
no longer available – try Pic Jointer, Pic Collage,
Poetics or Visual Poetry Word Collage as alternatives),
the photographs are from Google’s SnapSeed
and the language generated was mind mapped
using Popplet.The children loved taking the images,
using various filters and then using the photographs
to inspire their writing about‘A Windy Day.’This really
demonstrated the power of tablet technology - by
combining apps, you can produce outstanding
outcomes very quickly and efficiently.
Later, we visited The Tate Gallery in Liverpool
and studied various paintings and sculptures.
The children were particularly inspired by Jackson
Pollock’s ‘Summertime 9A’. When we returned to
class, I asked the children to create notes, sketches
and feelings they experienced on their visit in a
sketchbook, and collate these to produce an iBook.
To do this, they would use Book Creator, which has
to be one of my favourite apps on the iPad and is
also advocated by Apple Distinguished Educator
Ian Wilson in his blog.2
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The children began by researching their
chosen piece of art and the painter’s life, and even
created their own interpretations using the art app
Draw Free. The children then combined all their
findings into an iBook and published it on Edmodo
for others to download and share.
Some pupils chose to use Pic Collage instead of
Book Creator – the bottom left image shows an
example. I was very pleased to see the children
making independent decisions. After all, one of
main reasons I started this project was because I
wanted the children to have a choice.
As I had hoped, letting the pupils make these
choices led to some unique pieces of work and
more excitement in the classroom. The children
were expressing themselves in the way they
wanted. Some even used a visual poetry app to
write a poem about their thoughts and feelings
towards the painting and added them to their
iBook – an enormous step forward.

The ease of using social media on our iPads
has started to transform how the children view
their published work – instantly, they can share
information with the rest of the class and, if desired,
the whole world!
We had always used Edmodo for this, but
since implementing the iPads, it has gone from
strength to strength. The children have shared
their learning, pictures and thoughts without
asking and received feedback from the whole
class instantly.
We also used our iPads to publicise our bake sale
using our school’s Facebook and Twitter account.
The children were over the moon when the author
of the book we were reading, Frank Cottrell Boyce,
retweeted our efforts. We raised over £230 for
Water Aid, and they even thanked us on Twitter
as well. By using social media, the children
connected to a world-renowned author and a
huge charity from the comfort and safety of their
own classroom.
I love the instantaneous workflow we developed
in the classroom and how it impacted their learning.
The children don’t need to wait for feedback from
one person during peer assessment opportunities.
They can get it from 30 others in their class – and
they are!

Supporting self and teacher
assessment
Teachers with new technology may be reluctant
to take it outdoors, but for us, the iPads provided
the perfect means to create, share and compare
success criteria in PE.
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to run around looking for spare devices every time
we wanted to work on it, I had no excuse!
At the time, we were reading Millions by Frank
Cottrell Boyce, a truly wonderfully book that can
be used to access so many parts of the curriculum.
The children were loving it, so I gave them the
task of creating a book trailer based around the
character of Damian and the money he finds in his
hermitage. The children were incredibly enthused
by the idea, and I was confident it would be a
great way to end a term’s work based around this
superb story.
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During our cricket sessions, for example, I
allowed the children to film a modelled example
of a shot I performed, then used it to compare to
their own performances. If they needed to check
a certain part of the shot, the children could watch
it back to see where they could improve. They also
filmed each other and reviewed their shots during
the lesson, each time referring back to the example
I’d given at the outset.
In the image here, you can see one child has
taken a screenshot of her video and used Pic
Collage to record her ‘next steps’ for cricket – that
is, to not swing the bat and to keep the bat down.
This made a great starting point for the next lesson,
as she was able to pick up from where she left off
completely independently.
Getting pupils into the habit of recording their
performance like this is hugely beneficial for
assessment purposes, as it creates a visual record
of improvement which can be recalled at any time
to assist the pupil or the teacher.
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Creating book trailers
The ability to easily create and edit film proved
useful in many areas of the curriculum, but one
thing I’d been wanting to do for a while was
create book trailers for a book we’d been reading
as a class. I’d created short films and trailers
with previous classes, but the process inevitably
became a long one, with many children unable
to finish their creations because we didn’t have
enough time or hardware to go around. But now
all pupils had their own iPads, and we didn’t have

First steps
The novel, Millions, was actually adapted from
a film of the same name, which Cottrell Boyce
wrote the screenplay for, so the children began
by watching the trailer for that. We also looked
at some of the book trailers on the World Book
Day website to find out what made a good one.
This was a great way to identify the key elements
pupils would need to include and allowed them to
generate their own personalised success criteria.
This is something we tend to do for every piece
of work we complete – look at what is already out
there and list the important features to help guide
us in creating our own unique work (something
else made easier with one-to-one iPads!).
The children used the film trailer storyboard on
the iMovie app to help them plan their trailer, and,
once they had a clear plan of what they needed to
film, off they went. This is where individual iPads
came into their own – I could actually have an
entire class doing this all at once!
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It was great to see the children actively involved
in creating their own independent projects but
also working in small groups to support each
other and share ideas. They were using the whole
school to film their trailers, both inside and outside
the classroom. Because the storyboard gave
them the structure, they were able to know what
shots they required instantly and edit on the go,
watching recorded clips of films, then reshooting
or clipping them down – it was brilliant to see.
Another pleasing thing to observe was how they
were sharing video clips via email and AirDrop to
different members of the class to save time. This
sped up the process and enabled the children to
publish their work much more quickly.
The children were also sharing their videos using
Edmodo to get feedback from their whole class. I
could see them building on the work of others as
well. You could hear the children saying, ‘Oh I like
that, let’s do that!’.
Keeping the purpose in mind
Because the children each had their own devices,
and everything we needed was already on the
iPad (we didn’t have to scramble around for
video cameras, cables and access to computers),
we were able to create something that looked
good extremely quickly and efficiently. In fact, the
children spent just two days creating their trailers.
Throughout that time, however, I emphasised
the importance of making sure the final trailer
had a clear story running through it. It could look
as professional as they liked, but ultimately, it still
had to meet its intended purpose of establishing
the premise of the story and engaging the viewer
in reading it.
This is something we must always remember
when using technology; it all looks impressive,
but if the final outcome doesn’t work, then there
is not much point in using it.

As I wrote about in a previous
article for this journal3, my class
and I have been using video as
part of our flipped classroom
for a while – but I’ve always
produced the videos for the
children. I’ll certainly keep doing
this, as I’ve found it incredibly
useful in allowing children
to find their next steps and
to know which challenge they
are attempting each day.
When sharing the videos
with my class, the pupils would often ask me
how I created the videos in one go – I made the
calculations look so easy! And they were right. I
have mastered the mathematical concepts.
This got me thinking... this could be a great
assessment tool! I wanted to find out whether
my pupils could use the four written methods of
calculation for addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division. Of course, I could look in their books,
but how well did they understand the methods?
Could they use the correct mathematical
language? Their explanation would tell me.
I use Vittle when creating my short maths
video guides – I only use the free version as
I find limiting my explanations to a minute
enables me to get to the point, and its simplicity
also stops me from spending ages ‘beautifying’
the presentation. I simply speak alongside my
screen drawings and then upload them to
Edmodo to share with the children. Now it was
the pupils’ turn to do the same.
What I have observed when watching their
videos has been invaluable. I’m not waiting to
mark an end product and then trying to work out
where they’ve gone wrong – I am watching 30
children calculate in real time, I can see and hear
them, and I can quickly identify the exact moment
they make a mistake and understand the thought
processes behind it.
Some children chose to post their videos on
their Edmodo timelines and ask for feedback,
giving them instant peer assessment. Others
shared their videos via AirServer, and we looked at
them together on the big interactive whiteboard.
In the future, I can see the children building
up a portfolio of this sort of evidence to support
assessment – and not just in mathematics. In
English, pupils could record an analysis of
their own and/or each other’s writing, noting
annotations on the screen. Eventually, we
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would have a library of videos and images
created by me and other children in the class
or school.

Technology is a tool, not an
outcome
Using technology in the classroom needs a
complete change in mindset and a rethink of your
approach to children’s learning. It is important to
remember that technology is a tool to be used,
not a learning outcome. I cannot stress this point
enough to colleagues at school, on Twitter, parents
and even the children themselves.
As you’ve probably guessed, I am a huge fan
of technology, but it doesn’t mean I use it in
every learning experience. There needs to be a
very valid reason to be using technology and an
outcome that has benefited from it at the end.
If I can use a pen and pencil to make notes, do I
really need Evernote? I’ve found it is hard to break
old habits when you’ve not been surrounded by
technology all your life. Our children tend not to
have this difficulty – they are the first generation
of digital natives.
Have a look at the image below. Created by
education blogger Bill Ferriter4, it emphasises why
we need to think more carefully about why we are
using technology.

I still come across teachers who will say, ‘I need to
make a video, I haven’t done any ICT for a while.’
My question to them is always the same: ‘Why do
you need technology? Can you reach the same
outstanding outcome without it?’. The most
common answer is that, ‘Well... I haven’t done any
for a while.’
Are we giving children a broad and balanced
curriculum when we are finding holes in things we
haven’t taught yet? I’d like to think we are further
on in our classrooms than ticking boxes on QCA
documents. Ticking boxes tends to lead to surface
learning, not deep learning.

Measuring impact
Some thing else to consider: When it comes to
technology, are you simply keeping up with the
Joneses? Schools tend to do this a lot. They’ll go
and visit another school, like the technology they
see, then attempt to replicate it for themselves.
When it doesn’t work – because all schools are
different and require a personalised approach –
they’ll be disappointed, give up, and the money
spent on the initiative is wasted.
Of course, when you see another school making
exciting use of technology, it’s okay to want
something similar for your own pupils! But before
you buy, consider these five questions:
■■ How will the technology enhance the learning
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in our school?
■■ How will it slide seamlessly into my current
curriculum?
■■ What will the impact be? (People will ask,
especially if you’ve spent £20,000!)
■■ Who will champion the technology? (Remember,
one person can’t drive this change!)
■■ Are staff trained? Will they see it as just another
thing to learn?
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Image: Bill Ferriter

If you tick all these boxes and you have a solid
vision for it, then go for it! Make sure you keep
evaluating as you go, and react to any problems
or success stories.
I had the children write weekly reflections
on what aspect of their learning went well
that week, what didn’t go so well and what
they were going to do next. I encouraged
them to incorporate screenshots of things
they’d accomplished that week, so they could
remember the projects they’d worked on and
look back on their achievements with pride. The
children’s reflections gave me valuable insight
into what they were thinking and how much
they were enjoying using the iPads, but it also
helped me document the impact of the project
over the months and provide evidence to the

e-Learning
senior leadership team that our investment was
producing real results.
My final thought is this: Technology isn’t going
anywhere, and the options for us as teachers are
only going to increase. By all means, enjoy it in your
classroom – I do. But please, please think before
you jump in!
Chris Waterworth has been teaching for over
ten years, using technology in his classroom
since the very beginning. He currently
teaches at a Pear Tree School in Nantwich,
Cheshire.
For more technological teaching approaches,
visit Chris’s blog at videoformyclassroom.
blogspot.co.uk or follow him on Twitter
@ChrisWaterworth.
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1.		iPad innovation – Headteacher Kate Davies loves the iPad, but loves learning more. Here we see how the iPad
has revolutionised her school’s learning culture, overcoming apprehension to become a key tool.
		library.teachingtimes.com/articles/ipadinnovation
2.		Flipping classrooms – What is flipped learning, and how can you use it to transform your pupils’ everyday
learning experiences? Chris Waterworth explains.
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3.		Tools for the flipped classroom – Start flipping your classroom today with our compilation of useful online tools,
video content libraries, apps and more.
		library.teachingtimes.com/articles/tools-for-the-flipped-classroom

What sort of teaching allows students to take ownership of
their own learning?
What will motivate and excite children’s curiosity and haul
them out of passivity?
What style of teaching will develop their intellectual skills to
the point that they can become effective agents of enquiry
in any field?

Become a Thinking School with

Written and presented By Steve Williams
Acclaimed by the NUT

Intelligent Learning is a teaching practice course, executed through six half hour video sessions,
which address in detail the changes in pedagogy you and your school need to introduce to start
addressing the issues of motivation and becoming a thinking and learning community.
The central theme of the course is to give students the skills to ask more and searching questions.
…it’s the questioning skills, not of the teacher but of the student that really count in developing
their cognitive abilities and engagement. Their questions dominate the learning agenda and the
ownership of learning follows.
At the end of the course teachers will have the skills and practical strategies to:

In the pack are:
• Six half hour videos on DVD
• Supporting guides for each video,
written by programme users in
schools themselves
• A CD of supporting articles and
materials to stimulate professional
development and curriculum design

•
•
•
•
•

facilitate more and more sophisticated student questioning
support children in using concepts to organise their thinking
manage dialogue and discussion to develop children’s ideas
plan lessons and study programmes that promotes questioning and dialogue
create communities of inquiry in their classroom
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INTELLIGENT LEARNING

PRICE:
£235.00
+ VAT

Imaginative Minds Ltd, 309 Scott House, Gibb Street, Birmingham B9 4DT

To order call: 0121 224 7599

visit our website: www.teachingtimesbookshop.co.uk
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Bright Ideas:
The new schools
competition to inspire
future scientists and
engineers

How can countries produce the energy their cities need without
destroying the planet? It’s one of the biggest challenges
facing humans in the 21st century and one Shell is posing
to secondary school pupils in a national competition to win £5,000 to
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supersize STEM teaching. Anna Haslam reports.
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ur world today is more exciting,
dynamic and fast moving than it has
ever been, and it is scientists and
engineers that have made this modern
life possible. They’ve cured diseases, transformed
communications and sent mankind to the depths
of the oceans and into space.
That power to transform and to positively
shape our future should make being a scientist

or engineer the most coveted, over-subscribed
career in the world, with students clamouring
to become one. But unfortunately nothing
could be further from the truth. EngineeringUK
predicts that the UK has an annual shortfall of
over 55,000 engineers.1
The current skills shortage in science,
technology, engineering and maths (STEM)
is one of the biggest challenges facing all of

us in the UK. Without a rich talent pool of
future scientists and engineers, our ability to
technologically innovate and to ensure we’re
all well placed to tackle the huge challenges
that lie ahead is fundamentally compromised.
That is why Shell is offering a new programme
of national schools workshops, competitions
and events that aim to inspire students to see
how what they learn in STEM lessons can solve
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real-world issues. The programme includes
‘The Bright Ideas Challenge’, which will invite
students aged 11 to 14 to explore the energy
challenges that face future cities. We are also
hosting ‘Make the Future’, a unique festival of
bright energy ideas. We’ll share some detail
about these two initiatives, including how your
school can get involved, in just a moment.

But first, why does Shell believe events and
challenges like this are so important?

A world of possibilities
Put simply, we believe that the answer to
inspiring more young people to pursue STEM
education and careers – including students
from a diverse range of backgrounds – is to

Sponsored
This means engaging them before they make
big decisions, including their subject choices
at GCSE and Standard Grade, to ensure they
don’t unintentionally remove themselves from
the STEM talent pool.
Schools and industry need to work together
to bring to life the ways in which human
ingenuity and innovation, rooted in STEM
expertise, have the power to drive change
that impacts us all – from ensuring a constant
supply of clean water for our expanding
population, to meeting growing energy needs
while reducing CO2 emissions.
Ultimately, we need to inspire young people
to consider the positive role they can play in
shaping and bettering the world they’ll live in
– and 2016 is going to be an exciting year for
inspiring students to do just that.
Many of the teachers reading this will know
about Shell’s work with Tomorrow’s Engineers
(tomorrowsengineers.org.uk). Our investment
of over £1million has enabled the launch of a
new programme – The Energy Quest. This
programme is giving hands-on engineering
experience and careers information to 70,000
students over the next three years. To build on
this work, we are inviting students across the
UK to participate in two exciting new initiatives.

help them understand how important science
and engineering are to the world around
them. These are not abstract disciplines, but
subjects that can open a world of possibilities.
To help students re-assess their attitude to
STEM subjects and seriously consider STEM
careers, we need to help them understand
the potential and what it means for them.

Have you ever wondered what cities will be
like in 2050? What energy challenges will they
face, and how can we find innovative solutions
to these issues? That’s the challenge being laid
down to secondary students in Great Britain
in our brand new, cross-curricular schools
competition, which will reward the team with
the brightest idea with £5,000 to super-size
STEM learning at their school.
The Bright Ideas Challenge, which launched
this January, is inviting pupils aged from 11
to 14 to imagine creative solutions to energy
challenges faced by future cities. With three
out of four of us set to live in cities by 2050, it’s
a challenge that is completely rooted in the real
world that this generation will live in.
Taking learning beyond the textbook and into
the real world, the Challenge invites students to
have a voice in a pressing issue facing all of us:
How can countries produce much more energy,
which is vital to raising living standards across
the planet, while mitigating environmental
challenges?
The Challenge draws on Shell’s wellrespected energy Scenarios work (shell.com/
energy-and-innovation/the-energy-future/
shell-scenarios), and comes complete with a
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The Bright Ideas Challenge
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step-by-step teacher toolkit, video resources
and fun engineering warm-up activities to
make it as easy and rewarding as possible for
teachers to deliver.
Supplying the world’s energy transition
requires a mixture of vision and realism, urgency
and thoughtfulness – all qualities that are
central to The Bright Ideas Challenge. Students
will need to develop these qualities together
with their ingenuity, problem solving skills and
STEM expertise to push the boundaries of
creativity and to research the potential value
and feasibility of their ‘bright idea’. In addition
to 11 regional winners, the national winner of
the competition will win £5,000 to super-size
their school’s STEM lessons.
Ultimately, it is challenges like this that will
help future talent recognise that they have
an exciting opportunity to apply their STEM
skills to tackle big problems and make a real
difference.
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For more information on The Bright
Ideas Challenge, visit: shell.co.uk/
brightideaschallenge. Here you’ll find
everything you need to enter the
competition, which could see your
school winning £5,000!

Make the Future
The winners of The Bright Ideas Challenge
will be revealed at Shell’s second real-world
education initiative – Make the Future – a four
day festival of innovation to be held at Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park from 30 June to 3 July
2016.
At Make the Future, students will be able
to see future energy ideas and technologies
from around the world, take part in a wealth
of interactive science shows and hands-on
experiments, as well as immerse themselves
in STEM-related career experiences.
The showpiece of the festival will be Shell
Eco-marathon Europe, one of the world’s
longest running student initiatives, which is
coming to London for the first time in its 30
year history.
The race will see hundreds of student
teams from across Europe push the limits
of engineering creativity to design and build
hyper-efficient cars fuelled only by ingenuity
and a litre of fuel. The current record stands
at 3,771km – that’s from London to Rome and
back again on just one litre of fuel!
This challenge provides older students
with a European-wide platform to test the
vehicles they have designed and built to the
very limit. Perhaps most importantly though,
it also inspires younger students to see how
STEM skills can be applied to the creation of
innovative products that can power low carbon,
high quality lifestyles in our future cities.
Any school in Great Britain is invited to attend
with students in Years 6, 7, 8 and 9 on Thursday

Sponsored

Get involved
Register your school for
free tickets to attend
Make the Future London
at: shell.co.uk/mtfschools.
But hurry, because they’re
going fast!

Shell’s hope for the future
We hope to demonstrate to a broader range
of students than ever before that some of the
world’s brightest ideas are generated by STEM
conversation, by STEM collaboration and by
great minds coming together.
It’s the possibility of a great idea that inspires
every engineer and scientist to keep on
investigating, keep on researching and keep on
pushing new boundaries. And that’s exactly the
opportunity we want to give to young people
through our education programmes, to inspire
them to become the scientists and engineers
of tomorrow.
Anna Haslam is Head of UK Social
Investments at Shell (shell.co.uk).
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30 June or Friday 1 July 2016. Save the date in
your diary – we recommend teachers register
today as tickets are being issued on a firstcome, first-served basis.
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Science

Fact or

Science Fiction?

Answering children’s science questions at
Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2
Why do plants need water?
Why does frozen milk push
the top off the bottle? Why
does my shadow look like
me? When helping children
learn about science, we
need to start with what they
think – and challenge their
misconceptions.

Science Fact or
Science Fiction? 1
Price: £14.50
• ISBN: 1-84190-024-9

Engagingly written, these
resources will help teachers
work through a range
of key science concepts,
distinguishing fact from fiction,
and dealing with the ideas

Science Fact or
Science Fiction? 2
Price: £14.50
• ISBN: 1-84190-025-7

VISIT: www.teachingtimesbookshop.co.uk
309 Scott House, Gibb St, Digbeth, Birmingham B9 4DT Fax: 0121 224 7598

that children commonly bring
to the classroom. Each unit
is based around a common
question or misconception.
The photocopiable resource
sheets help to build children’s
understanding.
Areas covered include:
• How important is evidence?
• How do you predict the
outcome?
• How could you get better?
These are excellent resources
for KS1 and KS2 teachers.

Order Hotline: 0121 224 7599
For Postage & Packing add: £4.00 UK – £10.00 Overseas

Understanding Primary Science
Subject Knowledge and sample lesson plans for Key Stage 1 and 2

Price: £22.99
ISBN: 1-84190-016-8
Format: A4 144pp

This book provides practical help for primary teachers in the
form of sample lesson plans together with linked background
subject knowledge for each of the science topics in the
primary National Curriculum. Each chapter has sample lesson
plans for four different age groups: Reception,Years 1-2,Years
3-4, and Years 5-6.
Covers topics such as Plants, Light, Sound, Materials, Electricity
and Forces and many more.
This product has been Kitemarked by TTA for inclusion in its
Supporting Trainee Teachers Subject Knowledge Materials
Catalogue 2001

Order Hotline: 0121 224 7599
For Postage & Packing add: £4.00 UK – £10.00 Overseas

VISIT: www.teachingtimesbookshop.co.uk
309 Scott House, Gibb St, Digbeth, Birmingham B9 4DT Fax: 0121 224 7598

a click away

e-learning

The future is just

As populations grow and the effects of climate change worsen, it’s vital cities
take action and evolve into cleaner, greener environments. We provide a
compilation of websites to support you and your pupils in an exploration
of the future of urban life in relation to renewable energy, sustainability and
citizenship.
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ifty per cent of the world’s population crams itself into cities,
and that number looks set to increase, with a predicted
three out of four of us living in urban areas by 2050. Cities
can be wonderful places, but metropolitan planning does
throw up a number of important problems that challenge even
the most accomplished thinkers. Many of these are environmental
issues, but the key concern is, of course, energy and the potentially
devastating impact of our production of it. Air pollution is already
hazardous in many cities, sea levels are rising dangerously, as are
temperatures, and there’s no longer any denying that our ongoing,
unrestricted burning of fossil fuels is the cause. The search is on,
then, for a sustainable energy source that is relatively economical,
won’t harm the environment and will successfully meet the rising
demands of the world’s expanding cities.
Investigating possible solutions to this with children and young
people – as well as exploring wider issues related to our future –
gives them a useful opportunity to develop important learning
habits, namely creative thinking, logical reasoning and problemsolving. The curriculum links are endless, and hopefully, seeing
the real-world applications of what they’re learning in science,
engineering, geography and more will spark enthusiasm for the
subjects and encourage pupils to pursue careers in these areas.
But having children dream up creative solutions to such
challenges isn’t just a theoretical exercise. They are, after all, the
next generation of scientists, engineers and politicians. Who knows
where their ideas may go?
With this in mind, we have put together a compilation of useful
websites to explore the future of our world – and how pupils can
change it. If you are taking part in the Shell Bright Ideas Challenge
(see page 72), these websites will support you in your journey. If not,
you will nevertheless find a great many tools and resources to bolster
your teaching of such topics as energy, waste, water, sustainability,
climate change, urban development and more.
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Green Cities Campaign
(earthday.org/greencities) Key Stages 2-4
A visual and attractive site, Earth Day Network’s Green Cities
Campaign explores the need for cities to become more
actively environmentally friendly as populations grow and
climate change worsens. The aim of the campaign is for all
cities to go 100 per cent renewable by 2050, and the site
explores what the everyday person (or child) can do to achieve
that. The focus is more on signing petitions and lobbying the
local government than small everyday acts to reduce energy
consumption – a useful tool to show pupils the power of
public pressure and spark their inner activist perhaps?
Pupils can see where such activism has had effect in the
site’s ‘Success stories’ archive. Here you’ll find short, newsy
interest pieces on exciting green initiatives going on all over
the world. Highlights include: an urban agriculture campaign
in Somerville, Massachusetts, where locals are allowed to grow
and sell their own produce and keep hens and bee hives for
farming; the world’s first completely electric solar-powered
bus in Adelaide, Australia; a mandate in Los Angeles to build
all new buildings with white roofs in an effort to cool the city
and fight climate change; and plans to recycle waste heat from
the London Underground to warm nearby homes.
A particularly interesting feature on this site is ‘Cities of the
Future’. This page explores what a truly sustainable city might
look like, from solar-powered public transportation and solar

surfaces serving as walls, pavements and windows, to wind
turbines that float on the ocean or hover in the atmosphere
and ‘living buildings’ that monitor performance and adapt
to our needs in real time, saving us energy and money. Some
of these exciting ideas are already being trialled or are in
early design stages – bladeless wind turbines are being
experimented with in the Netherlands, for example, while a
project at a university in Washington, D.C. saw the installation
of the world’s first solar-panelled pathway.

The Pod
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(jointhepod.org) Key Stages 1-3
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It’s hard to know where to begin with the Pod by EDF
Energy – it’s a huge site, with seemingly endless resources
and exciting things to get involved with! New users, however,
should begin by registering. The Pod will need to verify that
you are eligible to join, which can take a day or two, but once
you are registered, you will be able to access the site’s many
resources. These fall into a range of curriculum areas – mainly
science, geography and maths – and cover a number of topics,
including energy, water, waste and transport. There are lesson
plans, videos, assembly presentations, posters, games and
much more. It’s a bit overwhelming at first, but the search
function is very effective, and it’s well worth a browse.
A unique aspect of this site is its community spirit, which can
help you and your pupils feel part of something bigger. Make
a pledge as a class to reduce waste, save energy or protect
diversity, or use the map to find potential Pod partners in the
UK and abroad. Registered teachers can also blog about their
classroom activities, as can their pupils – a great feature, as we
know blogging improves children’s literacy, and the possibility
of a global audience can help elevate their work to greater
levels. The teacher blogs vary in quality, but these, along with a
selection of school case studies, are a great place to get ideas

and inspiration for your own sustainability projects.
You may also like to get involved in some of the Pod’s
campaigns – perhaps their annual Energy Month in
November, or the upcoming Waste Week in March. A number
of campaigns run all year too. Of particular interest to me was
‘What’s under your feet?’, a real-life science experiment that
gets pupils examining soil samples, counting invertebrates
and surveying birds to help the British Trust for Ornithology
investigate the impact of climate change on British birds. The
experiment has already begun, but schools can still take part.

e-learning
Shell Future Cities
(futurecities.shell.com) Key Stages 3-4
If you and your pupils are taking part in the Shell Bright Ideas
Challenge, searching for innovative solutions to key energy
problems, Shell Future Cities will be a useful supporting
tool. If not, it’s still worth a visit; you’ll find lots of interesting
material for Key Stage 3 science and geography on energy,
sustainability and urban development.
After extensive study, Shell have discovered all cities globally
can be grouped into six categories they’ve called ‘archetypes’.
London, for example, is a ‘Sprawling metropolis’ while Creative
Teaching and Learning’s home-base, Birmingham, is classed
as a ‘Prosperous community’. Each archetype is distinguished
by certain features including location, economy, energy use,
transport networks and housing – all of which bring a set of
challenges unique to that sort of city. Explore the archetypes
then find out what kind of city would suit your personality
and lifestyle with the Future Cities quiz. The quiz is just a bit
of fun, but it is possible to extend the activity with Shell’s city
comparison tool. Compare over 500 cities from around the
world with visual representations of important information
such as population density, energy consumption and energy
demand over time. Compare cities in the UK or make your
comparison international with a good selection of cities in
both the developed and developing world.
Aside from the useful comparison tools above, you’ll find a

selection of interesting articles which look at the key issues
facing today’s cities and those of the future. The articles are
short, but may provide a launch point for further research and
study. Topics include: the challenges facing urban planners in
ensuring efficient use of resources in growing cities; how to
improve the resilience of cities to natural disasters (looking at
coastal cities and the threat of flooding in particular); and the
aftermath of the Fukushima nuclear disaster and the path to
new power sources in Japan. Further articles, including a free
e-book featuring 36 essays by industry experts on moving
towards a cleaner energy future, can be found on Shell’s main
website, under ‘Energy and innovation > The energy future’.
Scroll to the bottom of the Future Cities site for a link.

The Seasteading Institute

Seasteading is the concept of creating permanent dwellings
at sea, outside the territory claimed by any government. So
far, no one has created a dwelling on international waters that
has been recognised as a sovereign state, but it’s an exciting
notion. As The Seasteading Institute explain, conventional
governments have claimed all of Earth’s habitable land –
floating cities will allow the next generation of pioneers to
peacefully test new ideas for government.
The website is simple and relatively easy to navigate, but
deals with some big ideas relating to politics, morality and
the environment. How could seasteading change the world?
There are eight ways, apparently, ranging from enriching the
poor and feeding the hungry, to cleaning the atmosphere and
powering the world sustainably. These big ideas are explored
further in the research section of the site, which looks at
four key areas: sustainability (mainly, the potential of algae
farming for food and energy), engineering (how do you build
a seastead that is comfortable and safe but also economical?),
business (what business models would work best and how
would these be regulated?) and finally, law (under whose legal
system would a city in international waters fall?). The research
documents themselves are quite academic, but each section

includes a list of key questions which could serve as interesting
launch pads for enquiry.
Another remarkable section of this site is based around its
contest to design a floating city. This took place in spring 2015,
and the page now showcases the winners, plus runners up and
other qualifying entries. The teams had to take into account
sustainable energy practices, such as solar, wind, wave and tidal
power, as well as natural heating, cooling and ventilation, and
were judged on originality, architectural quality, sustainability,
survivability in the harsh ocean environment, feasibility and
financial pragmatism. Could pupils take part in a scaled-back class
version of this challenge? Depending on the desired curriculum
focus, it could be a chance for them to develop knowledge of
renewable energy sources, sustainability and engineering, as well
as theories of laws, governance and citizenship. You could even
expand it to include other city locales such as the bottom of the
ocean, underground or outer space!
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The Renewable Energy Centre
(therenewableenergycentre.co.uk) Key Stages 3-4
Although not a site aimed specifically at students, the
Renewable Energy Centre’s minimal use of jargon and simple,
practical explanations of some quite complicated concepts
make it a great introduction to renewable technologies. The
site covers ten types of technology, from solar and ground
source heating to wind and wave power. Each section explains
how the technology works and also provides information
on how it is being used and/or experimented with across
the UK – for example, a major UK food retailer trialling trucks
with photovoltaic panels on the roof that power the lorry’s
refrigeration unit and keep the food frozen inside.
The Centre also provides a directory of contractors and
suppliers in each area of renewable technology, as well as
an index of not-for-profit organisations, trade associations,
energy consultants, and trade journals and publishers – a
ready-made list of experts for pupils to consult. There’s a
useful facility which allows you to send one email to all the
companies active in your area.
For me, the most interesting section of this website,
however, is the section on home energy saving. The average
house spends a whopping £1230 on fuel bills each year (and
the average school much more), which, with a few simple
measures, can be cut by almost 50 per cent! This page explores
the small, medium and large solutions everyone can put

into practice to significantly reduce carbon emissions from
their home and cut fuel bills. What could the children put
into practice in your school? Here they’ll find information on
reducing energy use, minimising heat loss from buildings,
recycling, the wider ramifications of our food and household
buying habits, and more.
Also of possible use to teachers and pupils is the Renewable
Energy Centre’s blog. Here you’ll find expert musings on key
industry issues across the UK, including an interesting and
recent post on possible energy sources of the future, which
looks at current projects to harness the power of body heat,
dirty nappies(!), sugar, solar paint, E. coli bacteria and more.

The E.ON Energy Experience
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The aim of the E.ON Energy Experience is to help young
people understand energy. It’s a fantastic resource, built
around four virtual environments: Energy Home for five to
seven-year-olds, looking at the uses of energy in the home;
Energy Town for seven to 11-year-olds, exploring where
energy comes from and how to be energy efficient; Energy
Nation for 11 to 14-year-olds, which considers whether the
UK could produce all its energy through renewable means;
and Energy World, which encourages 14 to 16-year olds to
consider global energy issues, as well as the impact of their
own personal actions. In each of these, you will find a number
of online and offline activities, which pupils can explore at their
own pace, independently or in small groups.
Activities are presented in sequences and grouped by
topic. In each case, pupils are given the essential knowledge
(as you might expect, the activities for older pupils require a
lot more reading), which they then put into practice, making
virtual decisions and witnessing the results. It’s a great way to
cement knowledge, show pupils the real-world applications
of what they’re learning, and allow them to practise their
problem-solving and decision-making skills. For example,
one series of activities in Energy Town asks the pupils to help

build the town a new, energy-efficient school. Pupils choose
the best, most energy-efficient building materials, but must
stay within their overall budget.
The segmented nature of the activities means teachers can
pick and choose what to complete, depending on the desired
curriculum content. E.ON has also provided a comprehensive
selection of supporting teaching materials, which will help
you extend the learning beyond the online environment.
For each activity, you’ll find curriculum links (for England,
Scotland and Wales), detailed lesson plans and a selection of
assessment rubrics.

e-learning
CityLab
(citylab.com) Key Stages 3-4
Featuring a mix of news, reports and light-hearted interest
pieces, CityLab will give pupils a good grounding of the key
issues facing urban areas today in a fun and engaging way.
The site is based in the US, but features articles on problems,
solutions and innovative initiatives from all over the world.
The stories on CityLab are collated in a number of ways.
Special reports provide a compilation of articles under a
tight theme (the future of transportation, life in a high-rise, or
ensuring resilient design after Hurricane Sandy, for example),
but it is also possible to browse by broader topics such as work,
housing and technology, or by media – that is, photos, videos
or maps. Maps may be particularly interesting in showing
pupils the world in different and unusual lights – for example,
you can see how 50 per cent of the global population pack
themselves into just one per cent of land, or watch, in realtime, the levels of air pollution wafting over your city at this
very moment.
Of particular interest is CityFixer – an in-site tool which
collates the best ideas, initiatives and solutions to some of
the most pressing challenges facing cities today. It’s possible
to use this as a quick and intense introduction to key issues
such as poverty, policing, ageing, climate change and energy

use. Each issue only features around a dozen articles, which
can be read relatively quickly, and range from light-hearted
news pieces to more in-depth analysis. Under the topic of
energy use, for example, you will find: plans for the world’s
most innovative power plant, a man-made tidal lagoon in the
UK’s very own city of Swansea; how one zoo in Detroit will
transform human and animal waste into electricity to power
their veterinary hospital; what other cities can learn from the
failure of London’s Low Emission Zone; and more.
A word of caution: the site does allow comments, so you
might want to do a quick check before letting students loose.

Ashden

As a charity that champions and supports pioneers in
sustainable energy, Ashden is a very useful source of
information and resources on a variety of highly innovative
technologies. The Ashden vision is sustainable energy for all,
so there’s an emphasis here on technology that would help
people living in remote areas, not just those in cities.
It’s easy to forget that many people don’t have access to
energy. In fact, 1.5 billion people lack access to modern forms
of electricity, while some three billion (that’s more than a third
of the world’s entire population!) cook on smoky, inefficient
stoves or fires, causing dangerous indoor air pollution and
more than 4.3 million premature deaths a year. Part of
developing our own sustainable solutions as developed
countries, then, should be ensuring these technologies reach
those that need them the most.
Head to Ashden’s resources section where you’ll find
a selection of useful fact files on different sustainable
technologies, ranging from the potential of biogas and biomass,
to wind and micro-hydro power, to solar home systems for
houses ‘off the grid’. Each fact file includes a brief introduction
and a series of slick drop-down menus explaining how the
technology works, how it is used, what the benefits are, how

Maisie Gould

much it costs, where
and how widespread it
is currently, plus plans
for future development.
A selection of
photographs and
videos provide further
clarity.
Also available here
is a series of pages
fo r s c h o o l s, w h i c h
features a range of energy-related activities, supported by
downloadable teacher notes, PowerPoint presentations
and films (the films can also be used on their own using the
charity’s helpful quick activities and key questions guide).
These activities are cross-curricular in nature, and look to be
easily adaptable to older and younger children.
Also worth mentioning is the ‘Taking action’ page for
schools, which provides practical advice for school staff and
governors on reducing fuel bills, cutting carbon and engaging
with the children and the wider community to make a real
difference to the future of this planet.
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Marcelo Staricoff and Alan Rees
Suitable for KS1-2 £22.99
Make an immediate difference to teaching and learning
in your school. Start Thinking will bring enjoyment,
creativity and challenge to your classroom and improve
the thinking skills of your pupils.
Inspiring education often grows from simple routines. When teachers at
Westbury Park School in Bristol wanted to challenge their pupils to think,
enquire and reach beyond standard expectations, they introduced daily
thinking-skills starters. These mini-challenges had built-in requirements for
pupils to exercise their minds through essential thinking processes such
as questioning, comparing, prioritizing, recognising patterns and thinking
methodically. The teachers were amazed at how much children enjoyed
the starters and benefited from them. Some children turned starters
into projects lasting months – all completed in their own time. Children
seemed to grow in confidence, persistence and enthusiasm for learning.

Start Thinking
Daily starters to inspire
thinking in primary classrooms

Start Thinking collects more than 90 thinking-skills starters, tried and
tested by teachers at Westbury Park School. The starters are arranged
into chapters on Words, Numbers, Science, Creativity and Philosophy so
you can easily choose the most appropriate challenges for your pupils.
Detailed guidance notes are provided.

What questions can
you think of that do not
have an answer, or that
have more than one
answer?
If you could grant
the world five
wishes, what would
they be?
What are the similarities
and differences between
blood and ketchup?

Order Hotline: 0121 224 7599

or visit www.teachingtimesbookshop.co.uk
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future car
With so many makes and models, not to mention the large sums of money
involved, choosing which car to buy can be a daunting task for any adult.
In this latest PBL unit for KS3 and 4, Alexis Shea guides pupils through the
process of this significant purchase, preparing learners for their future lives
as mature, responsible decision-makers.

Project-based learning

A new series

Learning objectives
●●

Develop decision-making skills, analysing and comparing information to
help inform decisions

●●

Practise using a range of resources to inform research

●●

Learn independently

A

significant event in a young adult’s life is making their first large purchase, often their very first car.
There’s a lot of money at stake, so it’s important they make the right choice – but with so many
makes and models on the market, how do they even begin to choose?
This project leads pupils through the enquiry process required before purchasing a car. The key
aim is to develop their decision-making and researching skills, as they investigate the options available and
compare and analyse the information they find to reach an appropriate conclusion. The unit culminates in
another real-world outcome: pupils use their research to produce an article on their chosen car for a motoring
magazine.
Like the rest of the projects in this series, the theme was suggested by asking real adults and children for
ideas on important life issues. They felt that most people will go through the experience of buying a car in
their future lives and that it would be useful for young people to understand how to approach this surprisingly
complicated process.

Project structure
This project is aimed mainly at upper KS3 and KS4. It has been designed as an individual project; however, it
could be adapted to be used with groups, and the resources included in the project pack would still be mostly
effective.
As with the other projects in this series, ‘Choosing my future car’ has been created with a project-based
learning (PBL) approach in mind. Its purpose is to support pupils in the development of a range of learning
habits, and encourage them to take ownership of their learning and of driving it forward. The series sees PBL
as a two-fold process, with equal emphasis on both the outcomes of each individual project and on pupils
reflecting about their learning habits over the longer-term.
This particular project begins with an enquiry into the factors involved when buying a car. Pupils are
assigned (or create) a ‘person profile’, including age, occupation, salary and family situation, which will
impact their final choice of car. The final outcome of this project is a feature article for a motoring magazine,
reviewing the car and explaining why it is a good option for someone with their particular profile. How pupils
showcase their article is up to you. Could you ask a local car dealership or mechanics if they will read the
articles and make them available for customers?

The resources in this project focus on the development of independent learning habits, and are therefore
easily transferable between projects and to other curriculum areas. They are clearly indicated in the plan and
are categorised as follows:
●● Finding

out information
ideas and information
●● Presenting findings
●● Independent learning habits and metacognition.
●● Organising

All resources can be downloaded from the Teaching Times website at: library.teachingtimes.com/
publications/creative-teaching-and-learning/volume-6-issue-2.htm.
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Title: Choosing my future car
Learning objectives:
●● Develop decision-making skills, analysing and comparing information to help inform decisions
●● Practise using a range of resources to inform research
●● Learn independently

Outcome: Pupils research a car for the future, taking into account their assigned ‘person profile’, including
age, wage, family situation and so on. They use their research to produce an article on their chosen car for
a motoring magazine.
Driving question: How do I choose which car to buy?
Reflection:
●● Ongoing

reflection: As with all PBL units, reflection should be ongoing throughout this project. The
format of reflection should vary with each project so it remains appealing to learners. Ideas include: a
reflection diary (Resource 1: Learner reflection diary), a blog, a cartoon or a series of verbal recordings.
Whatever you choose, it should show the process over time.
Teachers could explore with learners the poor example of a verbal reflection included in this project’s
resources (Resource 14a), and compare it with the more focused example (Resource 14b), encouraging
them to think about how quality reflections can be carried out. Also included is a prompt sheet
(Resource 14c) to help learners record quality reflections that are linked to learning habits. Have pupils
record their own reflections. There are many examples of voice recording programmes that are simple to
use and transfer between devices, such as Voice Memos on the iPhone.

●● Learning

conversations: Teachers should also carry out learning conversations with the pupils to help
them consider how to develop their learning habits (Resource 2: Learning conversation tips). These
could be tracked to show progress over time and inform future actions. For an interactive example
tracker, see Resource 3: Tracking learning habits.
reflection: A more formal, summative reflection at the end of the project will help pupils
consolidate progress in learning habits and set new targets. It should draw on the metacognitive
language that learners develop with each project and, ideally, use the ‘language for learning’ the school
adopts for discussing learning habits. The verbal reflections recorded throughout a project could be
edited and updated to make a summative reflection.
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Section A: Enquiry
To consider:

They will present their findings as a car feature article for a motoring
magazine. This outcome requires them to demonstrate detailed knowledge of
their chosen car and to consider how to write and present their findings for an
audience.

●● Will

pupils manage
the research aspect
themselves or with
structured activities?
●● When will the final
presentation of car
magazines take place?
●● What will the format of
the final presentation
be?

Activity

Purpose

Description

Resources and
practicalities

1. Watch
clip from a
television
show about
cars, such as
Top Gear

‘Hook’ learners into
the project.

Find a clip from a television
show about cars which focuses
on comparing several different
types. Various shows exist and
clips are readily available on
YouTube. Pupils should watch the
clip and decide which car they
prefer, giving reasons to justify
their choice. Now explain to the
pupils that this project will involve
deciding which car they would
most like to own.

●● Clip

from a car-focused
television show
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This project is likely to focus more on the enquiry section than the outcome.
The aim is for pupils to conduct their own research to select an appropriate car
for their future. They will have a ‘person profile’ which outlines their individual
characteristics – for example, age, wage, family and so on – and will be
important to inform their research and decisions.
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2. Generating
initial ideas

Pupils to generate a
range of ideas about
how someone might
consider a big life
purchase such as
which car to buy.

Ask pupils to consider what
factors are involved in deciding
which car a person should buy.
Pupils could use the template
provided to help them generate
as many ideas as possible. After
they have had chance to do this
individually, ask each pupil to
share one idea to add to a class
brainstorm. Continue until all
ideas have been shared. The
pupils should add to their own
initial ideas sheets during this
process so that each pupil ends
up with all the relevant ideas.

●● Resource

4: Asking
questions template

3. Creating a
‘person profile’

To give each pupil
a narrower set of
variables from which
to research their car
options.

At this stage, pupils create a
‘person profile’ which specifies
details about themselves (their
imaginary future selves) as car
buyers. For example, their age,
whether they have children,
where they live, what job they
have (and therefore how much
money they earn), whether
they travel by car to holiday
destinations, whether they
have pets, how much they care
about the environment, and
so on. Pupils could be given a
template to help them make
these decisions. Alternatively,
the teacher could create some
pre-set person profiles which are
assigned to each pupil. Having a
profile to consider should mean
that pupils make decisions that
are more similar to real life and
will enable them to look at each
factor in more depth.

●● Template

4. Deciding
which
resources to
use to research

Pupils to understand
how to select
the most suitable
resources for
different types of
research.

There are a range of factors to
consider when buying a car.
Pupils will need to research
these in line with their person
profile. These are likely to include
the design, the mechanics,
components, accessories,
finance, environmental issues,
additional extras such as tax
and maintenance, and so on.
Pupils should select the most
appropriate resources for finding
out about each of the factors
involved in the decision.

●● Resource

to create a
person profile; or
●● A selection of
predetermined profiles

resources

5: Research

Project-based learning

5. Independent
research

Pupils to use
different sources of
information to carry
out their independent
research.

A new series

At this stage, each pupil should
work on their own individual
enquiries. Each pupil will have
a different set of factors to
explore depending on their
assigned person profile. The role
of the teacher is to encourage
learners to be independent and
to manage their own learning.
The teacher should stay in the
background and intervene when
necessary or useful, such as if an
opportunity arises for a relevant
learning conversation with a pupil.
Teachers may also keep track of
learning habits.

●● Resource

2: Learning
conversation tips
●● Resource 3: Tracking
learning habits
●● Resource 6: Internet
research
●● Consider level of
structure for research
activities

Sections 5a, 5b and 5c of this
project give suggested activities
for research methods which
pupils are likely to encounter
during their investigations into car
choices.
5a. Research
activity:
Interviewing a
profile twin

Pupils to practise
wording questions for
an interview.

Ideally, each pupil will be able to
speak to friends or family members
who have a similar profile to their
own person profile. Pupils conduct
an interview with this person to
gain feedback on lifestyle and how
this impacts car choices.

●● Resource

5b. Research
activity: Using
internet forums

Pupils to understand
how to recognise fact
and opinion.

People increasingly use internet
forums to gain advice before
making a big purchase. Pupils
should know how to use these
forums carefully and recognise
when people are stating opinions
and when they are stating facts.

●● Resource

5c. Research
activity: Asking
an expert

Pupils learn how
how to compose an
email to ask an expert
about their options.

Pupils may find it helpful to
contact an expert about their
car choice – for example, a
car dealership, a mechanic or
an environment officer. Pupils
compose an appropriately worded
email to gain advice on an aspect
of their car.

●● Resource

6.Choosing a
car

Pupils to develop
decision-making
skills.

Following their research, pupils
will need to assimilate all their
findings to help them make a
choice over which car to buy.
Pupils should create a table with
relevant categories to weigh
up the pros and cons of their
different choices.

●● Resource

7:
Conducting
interviews

8: Fact or

opinion?

10:
Comparing using
spreadsheets
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Activity

Purpose

Description

Resources and
practicalities

7. The final
product:
Establishing
success criteria

Pupils understand
what a successful
magazine article will
look like.

Once pupils have decided on their
chosen car, they will begin work
on their final outcome. Pupils
will need to create a magazine
article which features the car of
their choice and justifies why it
is a good option for someone
with their particular profile. Pupils
will need to explore examples of
similar articles taken from various
motoring magazines or websites.
The class should then create a
document with success criteria
statements for what a professional
car feature looks like and includes.

●● Resource

8. First drafts
of magazine
feature

Pupils to build their
independent learning
skills as they work
on their first drafts of
their article.

Pupils to work on the first drafts
of their magazine car feature
articles. Again, the teachers’ role
is to allow learners to manage
their own learning – see section 5.

●● Resource

9. First draft
feedback

Pupils gain feedback
on the first draft
of their magazine
articles.

The final outcome should include
a significant amount of specific
detail about the chosen car so,
where possible, invite experts in
who can give useful feedback.
Peer feedback from other learners
who have also carried out the
project would also be useful,
particularly if pupils who have
been working on similar cars were
paired. The process of giving and
receiving feedback takes time,
and pupils should be reminded
of some of the basic elements
involved. The feedback should
relate back to the success criteria.

●● Consider

10. Making
improvements

Pupils must show
resilience as they
make improvements
to create their final
outcome.

Pupils should use the
feedback they receive to make
improvements to their magazine
articles ready for the final
exhibition of learning. The teacher
must continue to hold learning
conversations that encourage
pupils to develop learning habits.
The teacher may wish to introduce
learners to a metacognitive theory
relating to how to keep improving,
such as deliberate practice.

●● Resource

11: Success
criteria template

2: Learning
conversation tips
●● Resource 3: Tracking
learning habits

format of
feedback session – if
possible, invite car
experts
●● Resource 12:
Introduction to
critique

13:
Deliberate practice

A new series

11. Final
presentation of
the magazine
articles

Pupils to present
their outcomes to a
‘real’ audience. The
final presentation is
important as it holds
learners to account
and celebrates their
success.

The project should end with a
final presentation of learning. This
should feel like a significant event
for learners so they experience
the pressure that someone in a
real job may feel if they actually
had to produce the magazine
article. There are a number of
ways this could be achieved – for
example, inviting parents and
guardians to a ‘launch event’
where they have the opportunity
to read the ‘class car magazine’
which includes all articles; or
asking a local car dealership/
mechanics if they will read the
magazine articles and allow
the magazine to be available
for customers to view in their
premises (the pupils could even
attend the organisation in person
to hand over the magazine and
gain feedback on it). Whatever
format is chosen, it is important
that individual learners receive
feedback on their magazine
articles.

●● Consider

12. Endof-project
reflection

Pupils to become
more self aware and
devise strategies for
developing learning
habits in the future.

As with all projects, pupils should
use the feedback they receive
on the celebration event to
create a more formal, summative
reflection of their independent
learning skills. This should aim to
give an overview of where they
feel they have developed their
learning habits. They should also
set targets and outline specific
strategies for areas they plan to
work on in the next project. If
verbal reflections are recorded
throughout the project, these
could be edited and adapted to
produce a summative, end-ofproject reflection.

●● Decide

the format
for presenting the final
magazine articles
●● Adapt Resource 11:
Success criteria
template so it is
accessible to those
attending the final
presentation event

on an endof-project reflection
format
●● Resource 14a: Poor
verbal reflection
●● Resource 14b: More
focused verbal
reflection
●● Resource 14c: Verbal
reflections prompt
sheet

Download the entire project online
All resources outlined above are available to download from the Teaching Times library at: library.
teachingtimes.com/publications/creative-teaching-and-learning/volume-6-issue-2.htm.
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Looking for a sensitive but
straightforward way to track progress?

Here’s why you
too should choose

Climbing Frames
Þ

It’s the only inclusive scheme, reaching pupils working below
NC levels, and is recommended by Achievement for All
It covers all NC subjects and Key Stages 1, 2 and 3
It’s more sensitive than its forerunner, APP, for triggering
interventions and evaluating impact
The cost has been kept low to support the future of
assessment for learning
It works on paper and as an App, and all this is part of
the price
It provides a full range of management information for
school leaders

Written by Sue Hackman – former
DfE Chief Adviser and one of the UK’s
leading experts on assessment.

It tracks cognitive development and links to expert
teaching strategy

“Fantastic!’ were the words from the headteacher of one of our schools
as soon as she started engaging with the Climbing Frames materials.
Clear, focused and common sense guidance that is based on national
expertise immediately made colleagues feel secure in the next phase of
assessment within the new curriculum.”
David Hilton, Head of Curriculum and Standards, The Active Learning Trust

Find out more at

www.climbingframes.org.uk
Or call 0121 224 7599

6
➊

ways Climbing Frames helps you
track pupil progress

It is the only system that has pre-levels for children
that will fall behind the starting point of the new
National Curriculum levels

➍

Children do not always learn in a linear way, and mastery
is not always instant. This scheme allows teaches to flex
judgements to reflect how far children have secured
their objectives e.g. whether they have made clear early
progress, substantial progress or whether they have
mastered them.

It is also the only system that tracks cognitive
development, through its Thinking and Learning
Climbing Frame.

➋

It allows you to track pupils who are slipping behind
or racing ahead of their cohort year
One of the strengths of the system is that it can easily
indicate children moving ahead or behind their cohort
year. This will support differentiated teaching and
learning for the more, and less, able.

➌

It's manageable because it tracks progress against
key objectives

Schools can opt to use a special utility for counting up
individual objectives achieved, generating summaries
that give managers a fine-grained view of strengths and
weaknesses in learning.

➎

It’s big on data

➏

But small on cost

Objectives have been selected because they are
markers of significant progress.
They have been arranged and sub-divided into year-byyear steps to assist fine judgements.

“We have seen a large number of systems,
and Climbing Frames is by far the best of
breed. Its pre-levels – for those children
caught below the start of the new National
Curriculum – and its Cognitive Development
Framework show how well thought out it
is. We would recommend our schools to
subscribe.

”

Professor Sonia Blandford, CEO, Achievement For All

It makes room for the teacher's professional
judgement

As well as tracking progress for each pupil, you will
be able to get class, cohort and whole school reports,
filtered for gender, ethnicity, special needs, pupil
premium and free school meals.

We wanted to make sure that it is affordable for all
schools, and to create a community of users with
common assessment practices and standards.
Climbing Frames only costs £2 + VAT per pupil for a 12
month subscription. Your first year includes access to the
app and the hard copy Cimbing Frames pack.

Order Climbing Frames today
to ensure your school has assessment
secured for the new school year

Order
I would like to order Climbing Frames and receive the hardcopy pack and 12 months access to the digital app at only £2 + VAT per pupil.*
Number of pupils _________ @ £2.00 + VAT per child.*
Total: £__________ + VAT
(*Please note there is a minimum order of £250 + VAT, which is the equivalent of 125 pupils)
Name:

£ Please invoice me

Job title:

(Official purchase no:)

School/Inst:

£ I enclose a cheque for £

Address:

(made payable to Imaginative Minds)

£ I wish to pay by MasterCard/Visa
Town:

Card no:

Postcode:

Start date:

Email:

Name on card:

Tel:

Signature:

Order your pack today at www.climbingframes.org.uk
Order hotline: 0121 224 7599
Fax: 0121 224 7598

Expiry date:

/

Sec no:
CFJ15

/

Email: enquiries@imaginativeminds.co.uk

